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A Smarter Path to Public Safety
By Hon. James F. McHugh III (ret.)

For more than half a century, we have been locking people up at a pace that surpasses every other nation on earth. We probably began that process when, after a tumultuous period of civil unrest throughout the country, President Lyndon Johnson declared a “war on crime” in March 1965. The process clearly gained momentum six years later when President Richard Nixon declared a “war on drugs.” Ultimately that war would strike with particular force on minority communities, especially with the disparate penalties for possession and distribution of crack as opposed to powdered cocaine.

Neither declaration was accompanied by goals that allowed politicians, law enforcement officials, members of the public or anyone else to determine when the wars had been won, so on they raged. As they did, prosecutors throughout the nation, either leading or reflecting popular passion, began to demand tougher and tougher sentences for all sorts of offenses. They also used the pulpit’s their offices provided to seek and obtain higher office where they transformed their sentencing demands into statutes and public policies. A major example was the 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act, which not only created new federal crimes with stiff sentences and dramatically increased sentences for many existing crimes, but also provided federal funding for construction of state prisons in states that took similar approaches. Emily Bazelon describes that process in detail in her new book titled, Charged: The New Movement to Transform American Prosecution and End Mass Incarceration, that Peter T. Elikann5 reviews later in these pages.

The consequences were dramatic. During the 50 years from 1925 through 1975, and notwithstanding a slight spike in the late 1930s, the incarceration rate in the United States had remained relatively flat at about .2 percent of the male population. Over the next 35 years, however, it rose by more than 400 percent to almost 1 percent. Today, about 1.3 million people are held in state prisons, another 600,000 in local jails and another 220,000 in federal facilities. Of the 600,000 in local jails, only about 150,000 are serving sentences following conviction of a crime. The rest are awaiting trials or other dispositions, permanent or interlocutory, including release on bail. Beyond the simple fact of incarceration, the national “churn” rate is enormous with residents of the United States spending at least some time in jail 10.6 million times each year. And while those policies and practices have had devastating impacts on many minority communities, there is little evidence that they have contributed to the overall decrease in crime the nation has experienced in recent years.

Even with that reduction in crime, our incarceration rates far surpass those found anywhere else in the world. On a per capita basis, the United States incarcerates about 140 percent of the individuals incarcerated in Cuba, the next closest country, and 480 percent of those incarcerated in the United Kingdom, the next closest European country. Indeed, on a per capita basis, 37 of our states incarcerate more people than Cuba.

5. Peter T. Elikann is a member of the Editorial Board of the Massachusetts Law Review and is an attorney concentrating in the defense of criminal cases.
6. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:U.S._incarceration_rates_1925_onwards.png. When females are added to the count, the corresponding figures for total population are approximately .1% and .21%. Id.
8. Id.
12. Id.
Imprisoning that many people is enormously costly. Nationwide, we spend about $33,000 annually to house prisoners in state systems and about $32,000 to house them in federal prison. Those are just the out-of-pocket costs. Imprisonment often removes wage earners from family units, and leads to increased demand for publicly funded social services. Both the direct and collateral costs have a particularly heavy impact on African-American communities. While African-Americans comprise 13 percent of the U.S. population, they constitute nearly 40 percent of the prison population in the United States. Locking people up because they are unable to post the required bail can have a particularly devastating effect on those who are ultimately acquitted. In addition to wages lost while they are in custody, their extended absence from the workplace often causes them to lose the jobs they were holding when arrested.

Beyond all of that, it is becoming clear that incarceration rarely cures the underlying problems of poverty, addiction, mental illness, personality disorders, and other forces that led to imprisonment in the first place. On the contrary, incarceration may exacerbate those problems, leaving discharged inmates less capable to effectively deal with vicissitudes of post-prison life than they were to deal with life before conviction.

There is also the ongoing problem of a criminal record. An individual’s record of conviction, imprisonment or even arrest is nearly indelible, and can often add layer upon layer of difficulty to efforts to find gainful employment. Those difficulties can add weight to the demand for public services, or can drive individuals back to a kind of anti-social conduct that led to their imprisonment in the first place, thus continuing a cycle of extensive human and fiscal cost.

Over the last several years, recognition of the direct and indirect costs of the criminal justice system as it currently operates has become apparent both to policymakers and to the public. That increased awareness has led to reform efforts throughout the nation. For example, last fall voters in Florida passed referendum measures that restored voting rights to convicted felons and approved retroactive application of changes to Florida law that either lessened penalties for certain crimes or decriminalized conduct that had led to arrests or convictions. Voters in Ohio, Michigan, Utah, North Dakota, and Missouri considered measures that would eliminate or substantially reduce penalties for possession of marijuana. Voters in Louisiana eliminated long-standing provisions in state law that permitted convictions in criminal cases by non-unanimous juries and were widely acknowledged to be a substantial force in placing Louisiana at the very top of the nation’s per capita rate of imprisonment. Recent polling of voters in Oklahoma, which is among national leaders in per capita incarceration, shows substantial sentiment for reducing prison population through education, decriminalizing certain crimes, and other measures. Equally important, prosecutors throughout the nation have begun to win popular approval for policies, practices and procedures designed, not to toughen the consequences of criminal conduct, but to deal with that conduct in a manner that reduces rates of incarceration, creates incentives for socially acceptable behavior, and provides support for those engaged in efforts to alter their lifestyles in positive ways.

The reform sentiment underlying those changes also exists at the federal level and led to passage of the First Step Act which President Trump signed into law in December 2018. The legislation, though modest in its reach, made changes to federal sentencing and custodial laws and practices. Many of those changes focused on facilitating earlier and more successful re-entry into society by federal prisoners. Almost half of those prisoners are serving sentences for drug-related crimes. The act includes prospective and retroactive reductions and modifications to many mandatory minimum sentences for drug offenses. The legislation also created a recidivism risk-needs assessment protocol applicable to all federal prisoners. The protocol requires prison officials to use the resulting assessments to determine the programs that are made available to prisoners while in custody. In turn, prisoners who successfully complete those programs will be entitled to serve parts of their sentence in some form of pre-release custody outside of a prison setting. The legislation also prohibits use of solitary confinement for any juvenile in federal custody.

Over the last half-century, Massachusetts has been something of an outlier in the rush to lock more people up. To be sure, there have been contrary moments. In the early 1970s, the prison system...
and particularly the maximum-security prison at Cedar Junction, was in chaos. The Willie Horton phenomenon during the 1988 presidential campaign, and widespread concern over the ravages of illegal drugs in urban centers, led to a “get tough” approach in Massachusetts. This approach was epitomized by 1990 gubernatorial candidate William Weld’s promise to “reintroduce prisoners to the joys of busting rocks.” As a result, the Massachusetts prison population tripled during the 1980s and 1990s. Nevertheless, during the 20-year period from 1997 through 2016, the Massachusetts prison population decreased by 19 percent even as the national prison population was rising by 21 percent. Over the last 10 years, the national rate fell by about 8 percent, but the Massachusetts rate fell by more than 24 percent. On a per capita basis, Massachusetts has, for many years, incarcerated among the fewest people in the nation. After a 10-year decline of nearly 30 percent, last year Massachusetts incarcerated fewer people per capita than any other state.

Moreover, at the county level, Massachusetts has long had the benefit of creative programs designed to provide those who are incarcerated with some of the skills they need for successful re-entry. And thoughtful judges in the Massachusetts federal and state courts have energetically championed and led creative, labor-intensive programs designed to provide the help and structure many who find themselves ensnared in the criminal justice system need to emerge from it successfully. At the state level, those programs include drug, veterans, homeless, and mental health courts. Their federal counterparts deal with drugs, prisoner re-entry, and at least the potential for diversion into a non-criminal disposition.

Still, many Massachusetts leaders, law enforcement professionals, and others, were convinced that incarceration rates and costs were too high and that programmatic support for successful re-entry upon release from custody was too low. As the result of an extended, collaborative effort among citizens groups, legislators and interested law enforcement officials, last year Massachusetts enacted legislation providing for a series of major reforms in key areas of the criminal justice system. The extensive and detailed legislation made significant changes to a number of key components of the then-existing criminal justice framework.

Several of those changes had a direct impact on incarceration and the likelihood of incarceration. Bail reform provisions modeled on and expanding the Supreme Judicial Court’s (SJC) decision in Brangan v. Commonwealth were designed to ensure that, to the fullest extent practicable, bail amounts were set at a level a defendant could afford. Mandatory minimum sentences for a number of low-level drug offenses were removed in the hope that low-level offenders, who themselves are often drug-dependent, would be able to get the treatment they needed instead of winding up with minimal support in a jail or prison. For those who were incarcerated, the legislation imposed restrictions on solitary confinement, which research has shown can and often does have a devastating impact on the confined person’s mental health.

To prevent involvement of very young children in the criminal justice system, the minimum jurisdictional age for juvenile delinquency was raised from seven to 12. Provisions for diversion out of the formal criminal justice system, which had been available in

29. Id.
34. ST. 2018, c. 69; ST. 2018, c. 72.
38. ST. 2018, c. 69, §§ 72-74, 77-79.
limited form under Massachusetts General Laws (G.L.) chapter 276A, were greatly broadened and now make some form of diversion available in greater variety to more people. The new law also broadens the criteria for completely expunging criminal records and makes major changes to portions of the statute that deal with Criminal Offender Record Information (CORI), information that so often makes it so difficult for many people to find post-conviction employment.

All of those changes are important. However, the changes to diversion, and the way CORI is handled, have enormous potential for dramatically changing the consequences of involvement in the criminal justice system. For that reason, they are explored in detail later in this issue. In "The Recent Evolution of Diversion Law in Massachusetts," Georgia K. Critsley examines the evolution of diversionary programs in the commonwealth, beginning with the legislature’s 1974 enactment of G.L. chapter 276A, which provided a limited array of diversionary programs for individuals between the ages of 17 and 24. The article goes on to describe the creation of diversionary programs for veterans and juveniles and closes with an exploration of the restorative justice programs that the new legislation contains. Those programs are important because their successful application not only avoids the possibility of imprisonment but the possibility of a criminal record in its entirety. Beyond that, the restorative justice programs hold the promise of better outcomes for those involved in the criminal justice system, both for the offender, and for those whom the offender’s conduct has harmed.

Notwithstanding increased availability of diversion, many individuals will continue to proceed through the standard criminal justice system. Whether incarceration ensues, the possibility of creating a criminal record may still make it difficult or impossible to obtain gainful employment. In “Sealing and Expungement After Massachusetts Criminal Justice Reform,” Pauline Quirion describes the manner in which CORI has been treated historically in Massachusetts statutes and the changes to those statutes that the recent legislation provides. As she explains in detail, not only does the legislation reduce the period of time an individual must wait before he or she is eligible to have a criminal record sealed, but it also imposes new restrictions on who can see unsealed records. It also provides greatly enhanced opportunities to have an individual’s interaction records with the criminal justice system expunged entirely so that no trace of that interaction remains. The likely positive impact those changes will have on the availability of post-conviction employment is enormous.

Nationally, and here in Massachusetts, we are at an inflection point in our approach to criminal justice. Enthusiasm for the “lock everybody up” approach of the last half-century has rapidly diminished over the last 10 years and has given way to approaches that in the long run are less expensive and more productive. As on many other occasions, Massachusetts has enthusiastically embraced these new approaches. Time, of course, will tell which of the approaches work and how well they do so. Further changes and modifications will likely ensue. However, the calibrated, outcome-driven approach that the recent legislation embraces clearly has widespread support and promises to continue the drive along a smarter path to public safety.

41. Georgia K. Critsley is the Senior Government Affairs Counsel at Massachusetts Trial Court. Any views expressed herein are those of the author herself and are not the views of any organization with which she works or is affiliated.
42. Pauline Quirion is the Director, CORI and Re-entry Project for Greater Boston Legal Services. Any views expressed herein are those of the author herself and are not the views of any organization with which she works or is affiliated.
First and Last Contact: The Recent Evolution of Diversion Law in Massachusetts

By Georgia K. Critsley

I. Introduction

On March 8, 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson announced the establishment of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (Commission) as part of a new law, the Law Enforcement Assistance Act. The charge of the Commission was to "probe . . . fully and deeply into the problems of crime in our nation." Included in the charge was the following question: "What correctional programs are most promising in preventing a first offense from leading to a career in crime?"

The Commission issued its report, "The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society," two years later; however, the Law Enforcement Assistance Act of 1965 already provided a direct role for the federal government in "local police operations, court systems, and state prisons for the first time in American history." This has been identified as one of the root causes of mass incarceration.

Despite the Commission's recommendation that offenders be "released or diverted to noncriminal methods of treatment and control," or diversion before charge, when appropriate, a very different, increasingly punitive policing approach became the norm, drastically increasing the number of people in the United States under some form of correctional control. Massachusetts was no exception. In the last three decades, incarceration has risen at a faster rate in Massachusetts than in the nation overall and tough on crime policies have driven incarceration rates up to exceptionally high levels in Boston's communities of color.

Fifty years after the Commission's recommendations, Massachusetts, like many other states, is moving away from "tough on crime" approaches. This movement is indicative of the growing recognition that overly punitive criminal justice policies, far from contributing to public safety, actually cause harm and result in social and fiscal costs. Diverting individuals away from the criminal justice system is one way to minimize this harm.

This article outlines the rapid evolution of Massachusetts diversion law over the past eight years. The first section discusses the history of young adult diversion and its recent expansion to all eligible individuals regardless of age. The second section examines the legislative history of veterans diversion, recent case law, and subsequent legislative amendments to the original statutory provisions. The third section focuses on the history of juvenile diversion in its various common law forms and its codification in 2018. The fourth section discusses restorative justice and its recent codification.

2. Id. at 269.
3. Id. at 269-70.
6. Id.
8. Id. at 133.
9. See Hinton, supra note 5, at 22; see also One in 31 The Long Reach of American Corrections. The Pew Center on the States, 1-7, Washington D.C. March 2009, https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2009/03/02/one-in-31-the-long-reach-of-american-corrections (1 in every 31 adults, or 3.2 percent, is under some form of correctional control. The rates are drastically elevated for men (1 in 18) and blacks (1 in 11) and are even higher in some high-crime inner-city neighborhoods.).
11. Id. at 12.
12. See, e.g., St. 2010, c. 256, § 72 (an Act reforming the administrative procedures relative to criminal offender information and pre- and post-trial release); St. 2012, c. 192, § 30 (an Act relative to sentencing and improving law enforcement tools).
II. Expansion of Young Adult Diversion

In 1974, the legislature created Massachusetts General Laws (G.L.) chapter 276A, a new chapter governing diversion titled “An Act establishing a district court procedure to divert selected offenders from the district courts to programs of community supervision and service.” Statutory diversion initially applied only to individuals between the ages of 17 and 22 years old. This law targeted young adults because the legislature intended “to provide rehabilitation to those whose criminal habits had not become fixed.”

The law authorized district courts and the Boston Municipal Court to dismiss or continue without a finding the criminal case of a person who met certain requirements. To be eligible, the defendant had to meet age requirements, have no previous adult convictions except minor traffic violations, and have no “outstanding warrants, continuances, appeals or criminal cases pending before any courts of the commonwealth or any other state or of the United States.”

The law required that the defendant present the recommendation of a program stating that he or she would benefit from participation in the program. Eligible criminal charges included misdemeanors and felonies punishable by imprisonment and charges over which a district court or the Boston Municipal Court could exercise final jurisdiction. In addition to limiting the age of persons eligible for diversion, section 4 of G.L. c. 276B excluded certain offenses, including sex offenses, the second and subsequent offenses of assault and battery on a person over 60 years of age, assault and battery with a dangerous weapon on a person over 60 years of age, armed assault on a person over 60 years of age with the intent to rob or murder, unarmed robbery of a person over 60 years of age, and larceny from a person over 60 years of age.

On Sept. 18, 2013, Gov. Deval L. Patrick signed, “An Act Expanding Juvenile Jurisdiction” into law, which raised the age for adult criminal jurisdiction from 17 to 18 years old, placing 17-year-olds under the jurisdiction of the juvenile court. This legislative change narrowed the age of individuals eligible for young adult diversion to individuals between 18 and 22 years old.

On April 13, 2018, Gov. Charles D. Baker signed chapter 69 of the Acts of 2018, “An Act Relative to Criminal Justice Reform” (CJRA) into law which significantly changed the adult diversion law by making it available to all individuals, regardless of their age.

Though the number of diversion-eligible individuals increased, the legislation also narrowed the offenses eligible for diversion to: any offense not eligible to be treated as a civil infraction under G.L. c. 277, § 70C; any offense contained in G.L. c. 265, with the exception of assault and battery; any offense contained in G.L. c. 268, with the exception of picketing a court with the intent to obstruct justice and disrupting court proceedings; any offense for which the penalty of incarceration is greater than five years; any offense for which there is a minimum term of incarceration; any offense that may not be continued without a finding of guilt; and any offense that may not be placed on file. Perhaps most significantly, the CJRA also eliminated the requirement that probation certify and approve diversion programs, which made formal diversion available to the district courts and the Boston Municipal Court.

The CJRA also added language that requires a judge to hear from the victim and the prosecution following the receipt of the report. Requiring victim input into the disposition of a criminal case is consistent with the rights of victims as set forth in G.L. c. 258B, § 3; however, the new language of G.L. c. 276A, § 5 requires only that the judge provide an opportunity for the victim’s recommendation. In contrast, G.L. c. 258B, § 3 provides victims with the right to present “an oral and written victim impact statement at sentencing or the disposition of the case against the defendant about the effects of the crime on the victim and as to a recommended sentence.”

28. St. 2013, c. 84; see also Emily Niedzwiecki, Seri Irazola, Ph.D., Caitlin Churchill & Michael Field, Massachusetts Juvenile Diversion Assessment Study, 2015.
29. St. 2013, c. 84, § 32 amended section 2 of chapter 276A of the Mass. Gen. Laws by striking out “the word ‘seventeen’ and inserting in place thereof, in each instance, the following figure: 18.”
30. See St. 2018, c. 69.
31. St. 2018, c. 69, § 197.
32. “An Act Relative to Criminal Justice Reform” demonstrates this continued focus on young adults as a special group by establishing in §183 young adult probation officers so that criminal justice involved young adults “may benefit from age appropriate guidance, targeted interventions and a greater degree of individual attention.” St. 2018, c. 69, § 183. This Act also establishes a task force to examine and study the treatment and impact of individuals ages 18 to 24 in the court system and correctional system. St. 2018, c. 69, § 221.
40. Diversion by the district courts and Boston Municipal Court pursuant to G.L. c. 276A ha[d] previously not been available as there were no certified and approved programs to which to divert a defendant as required by G.L. c. 276A, §§ 1, 2 and 8.
43. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 258B, § 3(p) (2018); see also ABA, Pretrial Release, Notice to Victims of Crime, Standard 10-61. ("As part of the pretrial release process, the judicial officer should direct the appropriate office or agency to provide victim(s) of the crime with notice of any crime charged, any conditions imposed on the defendant.")
With the exception of veterans diversion, the mechanics of diversion largely remain intact despite the changes brought by the CJRA.44 G.L. c. § 276B requires probation officers to screen each defendant at arraignment in order to enable the judge to consider the defendant for diversion to a program.45 The judge may then allow a 14-day continuance for assessment by the personnel of a program to determine if the defendant would benefit from such program.46

Section 3 also confers upon a judge the authority to override the statutory eligibility requirements set forth in section 2,47 but not without the prosecution's input.48 Should a defendant fail to meet the eligibility requirements for diversion, a judge may still allow "a 14-day continuance for assessment."49 However, "in arriving at such a decision the opinion of the prosecution should be taken into consideration."50 Unlike the new requirement of victim input in section 5, a judge is not required to hear from the victim at this stage in the diversion proceedings.51

If a continuance is granted, the defendant is assessed by a program,52 which shall provide to the judge a written assessment with the program's recommendation as to whether the defendant would benefit from diversion to the program, and a plan of services.53 After receiving the report, approving the program, and hearing the recommendation of the prosecution and the victim, the judge then determines whether the defendant will be diverted to the program.54 If the defendant "agrees to abide by the terms and conditions contained in the plan of services approved by the judge,"55 the judge shall stay the criminal case for 90 days so that the defendant may participate in programming.56 If a judge decides "that the interest of justice would best be served by a hearing of the facts,"57 the judge may continue the case without a finding for 90 days.58 It is important to note that this would require a colloquy by the judge followed by an admission of sufficient facts by the defendant.59

While the judge must provide an opportunity for the prosecution to make a recommendation regarding diversion, the judge may dismiss the case over the commonwealth’s objection.60 Perhaps as a check on this authority, the legislature included language in the CJRA specifying that "[d]iversion of a district court charge[,] under this chapter shall not preclude a subsequent indictment on the same charges in superior court."61 This amendment expressly authorizes the prosecution to proceed in superior court against the defendant on a charge with superior court jurisdiction, even with the diversion of the defendant in district court.62 This option is not available to the prosecution on an offense over which the superior court has no jurisdiction.63 It also is not available if the judge continues the case without a finding since jeopardy would have attached with the defendant’s admission of sufficient facts.64

The CJRA made no changes to the provisions of section 5 of G.L. c. 276A that operate to protect the due process rights of a defendant who is recommended for diversion.65 These provisions include requiring the defendant to consent in writing to the terms and conditions of a stay of the proceedings and to execute a waiver of the right to a speedy trial.66 The defendant’s consent must be with the advice of counsel.67

Once the stay of proceedings has expired, G.L. c. 276A, § 7 governs the actual disposition of a diversion-related case.68 After reviewing the report submitted by the program director, the judge may dismiss the original charges if the report indicates that the defendant successfully completed the program.69 The judge also can order an additional stay of the proceedings to allow the defendant to continue participation in the program.70 Finally, section 7 also permits a judge to continue the case without a finding or resume the criminal proceedings based on the contents of the program director’s report.71

---

44. The evolution of veterans’ diversion is discussed in Part II infra.
51. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276A, § 3 (2018); see also infra note 302 and accompanying text (discussion of a victim’s right to be heard on disposition).
54. The judge may make this final determination for defendants who qualify for diversion under section 2, as well as defendants who were ineligible for diversion under section 2 but were granted a continuance pursuant to section 3. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276A, § 5 (2018).
59. 30A Mass. Practice § 24:17; see also Commonwealth v. Haskell, 76 Mass. App. Ct. 284, 289 (2010) (“It cannot be gainsaid that before a guilty plea or an admission to sufficient facts is accepted, a judge must conduct a colloquy with the defendant to determine whether the plea is voluntary and intelligent.”).
60. See Commonwealth v. Morgan, 476 Mass. 768, 780-81 (2017) (discussing where the Legislature has granted specific authority to dismiss or continue a case without a finding, a judge may dismiss a complaint over the objection of the Commonwealth). But see Commonwealth v. Moore, 93 Mass. App. Ct. 73, 76-77 (2018) (a judge may not dismiss an adult criminal case pre-arraignment over the objection of the Commonwealth).
62. See Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276A, § 4 (2018). If the charge was disposed of with a continuance without a finding and thus a recitation of and admission to the underlying facts, this provision raises potential double jeopardy issues. See also Luk v. Commonwealth, 421 Mass. 415, 419 (1995) (“The double jeopardy clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution protects against ... multiple punishments for the same offense.”).
67. ABA, Pretrial Release, Notice to Victims of Crime, Standard 10-5.4(a).
III. VETERANS DIVERSION

A. VALOR

In response to a growing recognition that military service-related trauma could lead to criminal behavior and subsequent court involvement, Massachusetts enacted “An Act Relative to Veterans’ Access, Livelihood, Opportunity and Resources” (VALOR) in 2012.72 VALOR provided qualifying military veterans with the alternative of treatment in lieu of criminal prosecution.73 Signed into law after American military engagements in Afghanistan and Iraq, VALOR was intended to “support and help veterans transition when they return home to Massachusetts.”74 This new law amended G.L. c. 276A, the young adult diversion statute, to authorize the diversion of qualifying veterans and active armed forces members from district and Boston Municipal Court criminal charges.75 As with young adults, the [l]egislature recognized that, for veterans and active duty members of the military, the conventional path, leading to a permanent criminal record, fails to ‘address [their] needs’ or to provide ‘the appropriate resolution,’ and that, if enabled to address the unique challenges they face, veterans could be strong candidates for rehabilitation.”76

In 2012, Massachusetts also established the first veterans treatment court,77 which is intended to serve veterans who are struggling with addiction, mental health issues and/or other co-occurring disorders. This specialty court session involves ongoing probation supervision and weekly interaction with the court with input from a multidisciplinary team of professionals led by the judge.78 Veterans treatment court takes one to two years to complete and “focuses on high risk/high needs veterans facing serious charges where there is a nexus between their current problem and their military experience.”79

Participation in a veterans treatment court differs from participation in a veterans diversion program. A veteran may qualify for veterans treatment court regardless of discharge status.80 To qualify for veterans diversion, the defendant must meet the General Law’s definition of “veteran,” which requires that the individual have been honorably discharged.81 Veterans diversion is targeted at individuals charged with minor offenses who have had minimal contact with the criminal justice system.82 Defendants participating in a veterans diversion program are not supervised, whereas veterans treatment court participants are intensively supervised.83

The law regarding the diversion of veterans has dramatically evolved over the course of nearly six years. Since the enactment of VALOR, the legislature has amended it, repealed parts of it, and replaced it with a new version, An Act Relative to Veterans’ Benefits, Rights, Appreciation, Validation and Enforcement (BRAVE).84 BRAVE simultaneously narrowed the universe of both individuals and criminal offenses eligible for veterans’ diversion.85

In its original version, the VALOR Act added sections 10 and 11 to G.L. c. 276A to allow the diversion of individuals with military service, regardless of age.86 To be eligible for VALOR diversion, a defendant first had to meet the requirement of military status,87 which was to be determined by probation.88 The defendant also could not have any previous state or federal convictions in any criminal court proceeding after having reached the age of 18 years and could not have any outstanding warrants or open cases pending in any court.89 Similar to young adult diversion, eligible criminal charges for VALOR include any offense for which a term of imprisonment could be imposed and over which a district court or the Boston Municipal Court could exercise jurisdiction.90


84. St. 2018, c. 218.

85. See St. 2018, c. 69, § 198; St. 2018, c. 218, § 33.


87. VALOR eligibility required that be a veteran, as defined in said clause Forty-third of said section 7 of said chapter 4, on active service in the armed forces of the United States, as defined in said clause Forty-third of said section 7 of said chapter 4, or have a history of military service in the armed forces of the United States. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276A, § 10 (2012).

88. In assigning probation this task, the legislature relied upon the powers and duties accorded to probation officers set forth in G.L. c. 276, § 85. Practically speaking, the determination of a defendant’s military status would have to take place on the day of arraignment which is when the defendant would first come into contact with a probation officer. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276, § 85 (2012).

89. A defendant could have been convicted of traffic violations if no incarceration was imposed. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276, § 10 (2012).

Once found eligible, a defendant could move for a 14-day continuance to seek an assessment from a veterans organization, which would include treatment options available to the defendant. The court was required to inquire about the nature of the charges and to consider the opinion of the commonwealth on the merits of granting or denying the continuance before deciding whether to allow the continuance. In its reference to the court’s decision-making authority, the legislature clearly intended to allow judges to exercise their discretion on whether to offer such a continuance. Judges also were authorized to grant a continuance sua sponte for a “VALOR assessment” without a motion from the defendant.

Upon being granted a 14-day continuance, the defendant was directed to probation “for the purpose of coordinating an assessment program with the appropriate agency.” VALOR accounted for potential mental health issues that a veteran might experience by requiring that a written report prepared by a qualified psychiatrist, clinical psychologist or physician, in consultation with the veterans organization, be submitted to the court to assist in sentencing or diversion where a defendant demonstrated symptomatology suggestive of a mental illness. At the next court date after the 14-day period had ended, the court would consider the veterans organization’s written report in deciding how to proceed. A judge also could consider recommendations of any licensed mental health professional who had treated or diagnosed the defendant.

Assuming the provisions of G.L. c. 276A, § 5 applied to veterans diversion at this stage, the judge would “make a final determination as to the eligibility of the defendant for diversion to the program.” If the veteran qualified for diversion and agreed to abide by the terms of the service plan that the judge approved, the judge could stay the case for 90 days to allow the veteran to participate in programming. A judge could also decide “that the interest of justice would best be served by a hearing of the facts, after which the case may be continued without a finding for 90 days.”

In Commonwealth v. Morgan, the Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) decided the question of what offenses were eligible for diversion under VALOR and what dispositions were available. In Morgan, a veteran who had received a continuance without a finding (CWOF) on a previous operating under the influence charge (OUI) was charged with and arraigned on a subsequent OUI as a second offense. The defendant’s attorney sought diversion pursuant to VALOR after learning that her client was a veteran. Following the defendant’s receiving treatment during a 90-day continuance, his attorney moved for dismissal of all charges or, alternatively, a CWOF.

The court ultimately held that under VALOR, a judge had discretion to enter a CWOF or a dismissal on a second offense OUI. The court reasoned that sections added by VALOR to G.L. c. 276A could not be read in isolation from the provisions of section 7 in the same chapter. Using rules of statutory construction, the court then concluded that a dismissal or continuation without a finding, available to a defendant under section 7, should also be available to a veteran under VALOR.

In its decision, the Morgan court notably considered the legislative intent behind the enactment of VALOR and the characteristics of veterans as a group with distinctive needs. The court noted that by enacting VALOR, the legislature recognized that the conventional criminal justice process that leads to a permanent criminal record fails to address veterans’ needs or provide an appropriate outcome.

The court in Morgan provided detailed guidance regarding the exercise of judicial discretion in deciding whether a veteran should be diverted. It noted that a judge still retains discretion over the ultimate disposition of the case even after a defendant’s successful completion of VALOR-related treatment and programming. The
court addressed the separation of powers argument raised by the commonwealth and concluded that because the pretrial diversion statute specifically authorizes a judge to dismiss a case or continue it without a finding, there was no Article 30 violation.117

While the SJC decided what post-arraignment dispositions were available under VALOR, it did not address whether a judge had the authority to dismiss a case pre-arraignment with a VALOR diversionary disposition. The court appeared to address this issue in Commonwealth v. Newton N., albeit indirectly, when it considered whether a judge was authorized to dismiss a delinquency complaint supported by probable cause prior to arraignment if the judge determined that such a dismissal would serve the best interests of the child and the interests of justice.118 Echoing Morgan, the court in Newton N. acknowledged the “broad and exclusive discretion of the prosecutor” to proceed with a prosecution when the complaint is supported by probable cause.119 It also examined whether the legislature had granted this authority under G.L. c. 119, § 53, which authorizes a judge to liberally construe the statutory provisions regarding delinquency proceedings so that juveniles are treated as children in need of aid, encouragement, and guidance, rather than criminals.120 The court ultimately vacated the pre-arraignment dismissal of the delinquency complaint in question and declined to grant judges this authority, holding “the [l]egislature [had] not authorized [j]uvenile [c]ourt judges to dismiss valid delinquency complaints before arraignment over the objection of a prosecutor.”121

In its decision, however, the court referred to the judicial authority conferred by VALOR,122 which seems to suggest that a judge could, before arraignment, dismiss a complaint, pursuant to G.L. c. 276A, § 7, if an eligible veteran fulfilled all requirements under VALOR.123

B. VALOR and the 2018 Criminal Justice Reform Act

The enactment of the CJRA less than a year after the Morgan decision significantly affected the scope of VALOR diversion by narrowing the universe of criminal offenses eligible for diversion under G.L. c. 276A.124 The amendments to G.L. c. 276A also narrowed the offenses eligible for diversion under VALOR and appeared to conflict with the purpose of veterans diversion.125 Legislators moved quickly to remedy this unintended consequence with new legislation.126

Although the CJRA narrowed the scope of veterans diversion, it also added a new section codifying pre-arraignment diversion by district attorneys for veterans, as well persons with substance use disorders or mental illness.127 The legislature’s decision to add this section to G.L. c. 12, the chapter governing district attorneys’ offices and the office of the attorney general, instead of G.L. c. 276A, raises the question of whether the legislature intended “district attorney diversion” to be subject to the same restrictions as judicial diversion under c. 276A.128 This question is answered by a different section of the CJRA amending G.L. c. 276A by adding language pertaining to a district attorney’s broad authority to divert.129 These two sections of the CJRA make clear the legislature’s intention to give the prosecution expansive authority over diversion free from the limits of other diversion provisions.130

The codification of district attorney diversion in the CJRA raises the question of whether VALOR gives a judge the authority to dismiss a complaint against a veteran prior to arraignment.131 While the CJRA amended both G.L. c. 12 and G.L. c. 276A, the legislature only included the term, “pre-arraignment,” into the provisions amending chapter 12.132 This appears to indicate that a judge may not have the authority to dismiss an otherwise eligible offense prior to arraignment. This conclusion is further supported by the fact that the CJRA also codified juvenile diversion by adding a new section to G.L. c. 119.133 These new provisions contain very explicit language specifying that diversion of a child take place prior to arraignment.134 The legislature did not add similar language to chapter 276A.135

It is reasonable to conclude that the legislature intended for the prosecution to decide whether a veteran, as well as a person with a substance use disorder or mental illness, should be diverted prior to arraignment while giving a judge the authority to divert a veteran or other diversion-eligible individual post-arraignment.136

119. Id.
120. Id. at 757.
121. Id.
122. In its consideration of other provisions in the General Laws that allow the dismissal of a complaint, the Court specifically referenced VALOR, using it as an example of the legislature having authorized judges “to dismiss a valid complaint over a prosecutor’s objection ‘without offending art. 30.’” Id. at 756, quoting Morgan, 476 Mass. at 780.
123. See Newton N., 478 Mass. at 755-56.
124. See St. 2018, c. 69, § 198.
125. St. 2018, c. 69, § 198.
126. See Morgan, 476 Mass. at 769 (discussion of VALOR’s “multifaceted approach to assisting members of the military in their often-difficult return to civilian life, during which many succumb to substance abuse”); see also Brown, supra note 72, at 12-13. (discussing the association between severe trauma experiences and alcohol consumption, especially in veterans).
128. The CJRA added section 34 to General Laws chapter 12 requiring that district attorneys, “within their respective districts, establish pre-arraignment diversion programs which may be used to divert a veteran or person who is in active service in the armed forces, a person with a substance use disorder or a person with mental illness if such veteran or person is charged with an offense or offenses against the commonwealth.” St. 2018, c. 69, § 16, codified as Mass. Gen. Laws c. 12, § 34 (2018).
129. See St. 2018, c. 69, § 16.
130. See St. 2018, c. 69, § 201.
131. See generally Commonwealth v. Brown, 479 Mass. 600, 606 (2018) (when statutory language is clear and unambiguous, “it is conclusive as to the intent of the legislature.”).
132. See discussion of Newton N. and the inference of judicial authority to dismiss a complaint under VALOR pre-arraignment supra, Part III, section 2.
133. See St. 2018, c. 69, § 201.
135. See, e.g., St. 2018, c. 69, § 75, codifying Mass. Gen. Laws c. 119, § 54A (b) (2018); see also infra notes 264-269 and accompanying text (discussion of juvenile diversion pre-arraignment language).
136. See St. 2018, c. 69, §§ 196-201.
137. Such a reading is consistent with the SJC’s discussion of the wide discretion of the prosecution in deciding whether to prosecute a case. Commonwealth v. Cheney, 440 Mass. 568,574 (2003); see supra, note 128 and accompanying text.
C. BRAVE

On Aug. 8, 2018, less than five months after the enactment of “An Act Relative to Criminal Justice Reform,” the governor signed into law “An Act Relative To Veterans Benefits, Rights, Appreciation, Validation and Enforcement (BRAVE).”138 In addition to providing veterans with employment protections, tax exemptions, burial expenses and medical care, BRAVE amended VALOR’s diversion provisions by narrowing the eligibility requirements for diversion that VALOR established in 2012, and partly mitigating the impact of “An Act Relative to Criminal Justice Reform” on justice-involved veterans.139

BRAVE amended G.L. c. 276B, § 3 by expanding the amount of time for a defendant to be assessed by the United States Department of Veterans Affairs or other veterans-related government agency from 14 days to 30 days and adding language requiring probation to determine if the defendant had previously been diverted as a veteran for a first offense OUI.140

Most significantly, BRAVE amended G.L. c. 276A, §4 to authorize diversion for a veteran charged with a first-time OUI offense while imposing additional eligibility requirements.141 To be eligible for diversion, a veteran could have no previous arrest or charge of OUI.142 This requirement would apply to a defendant who was previously charged with OUI and whose case was continued without a finding pursuant to G.L. c. 90, § 24E.143 This provision appears to address the SJC’s decision in Morgan, in which the court held that a veteran charged with a second and subsequent OUI following a continuance without a finding on his first OUI was eligible for diversion.144 It also appears to apply to individuals who had a previous OUI dismissed, were acquitted of an OUI, or who had a nolle prosequi entered on an OUI.145

The amendments to section 4 also required that a defendant charged with a first offense OUI diversion be “clinically diagnosed with a traumatic brain injury, substance abuse disorder or serious mental illness”146 in connection with the veteran’s military service or the person’s active duty.147 This section raises the question of how to treat a veteran at his or her first court appearance, where the defendant might otherwise be eligible for diversion and may suffer from one of the listed disorders, but has not been clinically diagnosed.148 A judge in this situation could continue the arraignment to allow the defendant to seek an evaluation to determine if he suffers from a qualifying disorder.149

The amendments to section 4 are silent as to how a veteran charged with a first-offense OUI should demonstrate the existence of a clinical diagnosis for the enumerated disorders.150 Potentially, as is permitted under G.L. c. 123, § 35, live testimony of a clinician or physician could be presented even though BRAVE does not require an evidentiary hearing.151 A veteran could also offer medical records, and a letter from a clinician or physician also may be sufficient.152 A judge possesses the authority to continue the arraignment to give the defendant time to collect the necessary documentation or prepare testimony.153

IV. Juvenile Diversion

From its inception, the juvenile court system was created as a means of diverting juveniles away from “the destructive punishments of the [adult] criminal justice system”154 and to encourage rehabilitation.155 The rationale for a separate track of court proceedings was the “diminished culpability”156 of children and their experiences of reality; (vi) all types of anxiety disorders; (vii) trauma and stressor related disorders; or (viii) severe personality disorders.
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amenability to rehabilitation. The goal of the juvenile justice system was to act in the best interests of children by encouraging and helping them to become law-abiding and productive members of society, and not to label and treat them as criminals.157

Research indicates that formal processing through the juvenile justice system does not deter youth from subsequent delinquency; in fact, system processing has been found to increase delinquency.159 The mere fact of court involvement and the perception of being a criminal carries a stigma from which a child should be protected.160 The existence of a juvenile court record as the result of being charged with a criminal offense carries lasting negative consequences.163 Even in the absence of a statutory scheme, diverting juveniles away from formal juvenile court proceedings has become a common practice, occurring at various stages during the charging and prosecution of a juvenile offense.164 Though a child's misbehavior may be unlawful, it may often be more appropriately "resolved within a school, family or clinical mental health setting." 165

A. Diversion by Clerk-Magistrates and District Attorneys

Clerk-magistrates have the inherent statutory authority to divert both juveniles and adults at the pre-arraignment stage.166 G.L. c. 218, § 35A gives a clerk-magistrate, in receipt of an application for complaint, the authority to hear from the accused or show cause as to why the complaint should not issue and decide accordingly.167 "The implicit purpose of [these show cause hearings] is to enable the clerk-magistrate to screen a variety of minor criminal or potentially criminal matters out of the criminal justice system through a combination of counseling, discussion, or threat of prosecution."168 The non-issuance of a complaint following a show cause hearing has been referred to as a "[d]iversion-like resolution."169 The legislature limited this authority, for both juveniles and adults, to misdemeanors where the individual is not under arrest, felonies where the individual is not under arrest at the request of a law enforcement officer, and felony complaints from private parties.170

Clerk-magistrate diversion practices vary across the commonwealth. A clerk-magistrate in one court may refer a juvenile to the district attorney's office for participation in a diversion program.171 In other courts, law enforcement officials and a clerk-magistrate may decide to "put certain low-level cases on hold for six months to one year. During that time, youth are required to stay out of trouble and participate in some form of community programming, such as community service."172 In other jurisdictions, diversion case workers participate in the clerk-magistrate hearing where all parties, including the defendant, case worker, law enforcement officer, and clerk-magistrate, discuss the case and make a joint determination regarding diversion.173

Prior to 2018, district attorneys also diverted juveniles away from further court processing pursuant to their inherent authority to decide whether to proceed with a prosecution.174 The SJC has noted its reliance on this expansive prosecutorial authority, suggesting that it is preferable for district attorneys to exercise this discretion, when appropriate, and not proceed on delinquency complaints when prosecution would not "serve the best interests of the child and the interests of justice."175

161. See, e.g., id. at 573 (discussing the fact that the juvenile’s name and delinquency charge become part of the juvenile Court Activity Record Information (CARI) record and recognizing that the creation of such a court record may have an impact on the decision whether to subsequently charge a juvenile with a crime); see also Mass. Gen. Laws c. 6, § 172B (2018) (authorizes the Massachusetts Department of Children and Families to obtain juvenile arrest or "conviction" data to evaluate any and all foster homes and adoptive homes, whether with public or private agencies); Mass. Gen. Laws c. 6, § 172F (2018) (authorizes the Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care to obtain juvenile arrest or "conviction" data to evaluate "any residence, facility, program, system or other entity licensed under chapter 15D whether public or private, or any non-relative, in-home child care provider that receives federal or state funding"); and Mass. Gen. Laws c. 6, § 172G (2018) (requires operators of children’s camps to obtain juvenile data associated with criminal charges in the juvenile court for employees and volunteers); see also Georgia K. Critesley & Agapi Koulouris, What Access Do Employers Have to CORI?, 1st ed. 2012.
165. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 218, § 35A (2018); see also Orbin O., 478 Mass. at 764 (discussion of legislature’s "recognition that circumstances will exist when, notwithstanding the existence of probable cause, a complaint should not issue and that, in such circumstances, a clerk-magistrate has discretion to refuse to issue complaints.")
167. Penza, slip op. at *1.
169. See Niedzwiecki, supra note 28, at 25.
170. Id. at iii.
171. Id.
172. Id. at 24.
173. Newton N., 478 Mass. at 755 (“[t]he decision to proceed with the prosecution rests in the broad and exclusive discretion of the prosecutor.”); see also Commonwealth v. Wilbur W., 479 Mass. 397, 409 (2018) (discussing the wide, but not unbridled, discretion of a district attorney to prosecute a person); Commonwealth v. Kardas, 93 Mass. App. Ct. 620, 624 (2018) (“the executive power affords prosecutors wide discretion in deciding whether to prosecute a particular defendant, and that discretion is exclusive to them. . . .”)
174. Newton N., 478 Mass. at 757 (“we rely upon prosecutors to exercise their sound discretion in deciding whether to proceed with the arraignment of a juvenile, even where there is probable cause, and consider whether prosecution will and not move forward on a delinquency.”)
Most Massachusetts district attorneys’ offices have established juvenile pretrial diversion programs. A 2015 assessment of district attorneys’ pretrial juvenile diversion practices found that 10 out of 11 district attorneys’ offices used juvenile diversion “in some capacity,” but practices varied throughout the state. The Berkshire County District Attorney’s Office, which did not have its own pretrial diversion program, reported that juvenile cases were disposed of through informal diversion “through a coordinated effort between law enforcement and the courts.”

**B. Judicial Diversion**

Judges have always been accorded “broad discretion to protect the best interests of children consistent with the interests of justice” even without explicit statutory authority to divert juveniles from juvenile court proceedings. This discretion stems from the “principal aim and underlying philosophy of the juvenile court system . . . [that it is] not a punitive scheme strictly akin to the adult criminal justice system. Rather, it is primarily rehabilitative, cognizant of the inherent differences between juvenile and adult offenders.” In Commonwealth v. Humberto H., the SJC found that allowing juvenile court judges to hear a motion to dismiss a delinquency complaint at the pre-arraignment stage could protect a child from “the potential adverse consequences of a CARI [Court Activity Record Information] record.” The Humberto H. court noted that “[p]rotecting a child from the stigma of being perceived to be a criminal and from the collateral consequences of a delinquency charge is important even where the complaint is supported by the evidence.” The court, however, did not go so far as to authorize pre-arraignment dismissal where probable cause existed to support the complaint. Five years later, in Commonwealth v. Newton N., the SJC took up the issue of whether a judge could dismiss a delinquency complaint before arraignment where the complaint was supported by probable cause. The court in Newton N. declined to extend its holding in Humberto H. to permit the dismissal prior to arraignment of a complaint supported by probable cause, finding that the prosecution has exclusive discretion to proceed with the prosecution of a case absent specific statutory language permitting such a dismissal.

In its passage of the CJRA in 2018, the legislature addressed the issues raised in Humberto H. and Newton N. by authorizing judges to allow juvenile diversion prior to arraignment. The newly added section, G.L. c. 119, § 54A, provided broad judicial discretion to divert but also included eligibility limitations. Diversion would not be available to a juvenile indicted as a youthful offender and would not be available to those charged with certain criminal offenses, including any offense punishable by more than five years of incarceration or a minimum sentence of incarceration.
The new section, which gives broad discretion to judges in juvenile court, establishes a juvenile diversion process which is distinguishable in many ways from the procedural steps of adult diversion. The process commences with a pre-arraignment request by a juvenile, through his or her attorney, for a 14-day continuance to allow the juvenile to undergo an assessment conducted by probation to determine suitability for diversion. In contrast to adult diversion, a juvenile court judge may forgo a probation assessment and accept a determination of suitability directly from a diversion program or even order diversion without an assessment if the court finds that sufficient information is available. The new provisions also do not require a juvenile judge to hear from the prosecution and victim when considering whether to divert a juvenile. The omission of this requirement appears to facilitate the diversion of children away from further involvement with the court system.

The new law authorizes a judge to divert an eligible juvenile over the prosecution’s objection and provides the district attorney with the ability to subsequently indict a juvenile on the same charge in superior court. This provision in the context of juvenile diversion does not raise the same issue of subjecting an individual to double jeopardy because juvenile diversion takes place prior to arraignment and does not involve an admission of facts by the juvenile. The broad discretion granted to judges by this new law is evident not only in the ability to divert without an assessment, but also in the conferred authority to stay a case of a juvenile eligible for diversion for less than 90 days if “the judge determines that the interest of justice would best be served by a lesser period of time.” In contrast, a judge does not have the authority under G.L. c. 276A, § 5 to shorten the 90-day stay when diverting an eligible adult.

At the end of the initial 90-day stay, either the probation officer or program director must submit a report to the judge. The report will indicate whether the child has successfully completed the program or whether an extension of the stay is needed. The judge may dismiss the complaint if the child successfully completes the program.

If the report recommends an extension of the stay, the new law again provides judges with expansive discretion. A judge may consider the report as well as “any other relevant evidence [and] take such action as the judge deems appropriate, including the dismissal of the complaint, the granting of an extension of the stay of proceedings or the resumption of proceedings.” A judge does not have similar statutory authority to dismiss a complaint if an adult participant has not yet successfully completed a diversion program.

Should the juvenile be charged with a new offense during the 90-day stay, the court may bring the child before the court and provide the juvenile the opportunity to be heard. If the judge finds probable cause to believe a new offense was committed, the judge may terminate the stay and return the case for further juvenile court processing, including arraignment. Even if probable cause is found, the judge may still continue the case on a diversion track.

The new law does not afford the prosecution a right to be heard on the issues of probable cause or whether the original complaint should proceed. The CJRA also grants broad diversionary authority to district attorneys. The law gives a prosecutor the authority to divert any juvenile notwithstanding the limitations of section 54A on judicial diversion. Such diversion may occur with or without the permission of the court.

190. See St. 2018, c. 69, § 75.
191. St. 2018, c. 69, § 75
192. Id. Allowing a judge to order diversion without an assessment eliminates the necessity of the child returning to court for another court date thus decreasing the potential harm caused by further court processing. See Niedzwiecki, supra note 28 at 6.
197. Id.
205. St. 2018, c. 69, §75, codified as Mass. Gen. Laws c. 119, § 52A (e) (2018) provides: The following shall not be admissible against the child in any proceedings: (i) a request for assessment; (ii) a decision by the child not to enter a program; (iii) a determination by probation or by a program that the child would not benefit from diversion; and (iv) any statement made by the child or the child’s family during the course of assessment. Any consent by a child to a stay of proceedings or any act done or statement made in fulfillment of the terms and conditions of a stay of proceedings shall not be admissible as an admission, implied or otherwise, against the child in that court proceeding.
207. See Commonwealth v. Dalton, 467 Mass. 555, 558 (2014) (“The use of the word “may” in a statute is generally permissive, reflecting the legislature’s intent to grant discretion or permission to make a finding or authorize an act.”).
   The following shall not be admissible against the child in any proceedings: (i) a request for assessment; (ii) a decision by the child not to enter a program; (iii) a determination by probation or by a program that the child would not benefit from diversion; and (iv) any statement made by the child or the child’s family during the course of assessment. Any consent by a child to a stay of proceedings or any act done or statement made in fulfillment of the terms and conditions of a stay of proceedings shall not be admissible as an admission, implied or otherwise, against the child if the stay of proceedings was terminated and proceedings were resumed on the original complaint. A statement or other disclosure or a record thereof made by a child during the course of assessment or during the stay of proceedings shall not be disclosed at any time to a commonwealth or other law enforcement officer in connection with the investigation or prosecution of any charges against the child or a codefendant.
The new law includes due process protections for children who are eligible for diversion.\footnote{212} These provisions are virtually identical to the protections built into section 5 of chapter 276A.\footnote{213} They require that a child consult with counsel before consenting to a stay of the proceedings.\footnote{214} These provisions also provide confidentiality protection for statements made by a child during the diversion process.\footnote{215} Statements made during the course of the assessment and acts done or statements made in the course of fulfilling the diversionary terms and conditions cannot be used against the child as an admission if diversion is terminated and the case is returned to a prosecution track.\footnote{216}

The CJRA also amends the definition of “delinquent child” so that juvenile court jurisdiction extends now to children between the ages of 12 to 18 years old.\footnote{217} The amendments to the definition of “delinquent child” also added language to prohibit a child from being adjudicated delinquent for “a civil infraction, a violation of any municipal ordinance or town by-law or a first offense of a misdemeanor for which the punishment is a fine, imprisonment in a jail or house of correction for not more than 6 months or both such fine and imprisonment.”\footnote{218} While these new provisions do not specifically decriminalize offenses that fall into these categories, they have been interpreted as having the same effect.\footnote{219}

C. Juvenile Records

In its discussion of the importance of protecting a child from the creation of a CARI record, the court in Humberto H. referenced its lack of authority to expunge records and based its decision, in part, on the absence of statutory provisions with respect to expungement.\footnote{220} The new statutory juvenile diversion provisions specifically address the court’s dilemma in Humberto H. to ensure that a CARI is never created should the juvenile receive diversion.\footnote{221} The new law prohibits a child from being arraigned while the case is continued for the 14-day assessment period.\footnote{222} It also prohibits any entry into the criminal offender record information (CORI) system.\footnote{223}

The CJRA also addressed the concerns expressed by the Humberto H. court by authorizing judges to order expungement of offenses committed by a defendant while a juvenile or young adult.\footnote{224} While these provisions are narrow and eligibility is limited,\footnote{225} it is the first statutorily authorized expungement in Massachusetts, with the exception of the provisions of G. L. c. 258D, § 7 which authorize the expungement of records related to wrongful convictions.\footnote{226}

V. Restorative Justice

The 2018, the Criminal Justice Reform Act created a new chapter in the General Laws that establishes a statutory framework for restorative justice programs as a means of diversion in adult and juvenile criminal proceedings.\footnote{227} Restorative justice traditions date back millennia to indigenous cultures all over the world.\footnote{228} Restorative justice practices emerged in Canada, Europe and the United States in the 1970s as an alternative to the adversarial approach of the criminal justice system.\footnote{229}

In a traditional criminal justice paradigm, victims in a criminal case may not feel they are part of the justice process even though they have suffered the harm.\footnote{230} In Massachusetts, the “Victim Bill of Rights” sets forth certain “rights” intended to provide victims a meaningful role in the criminal justice system, including the right for a victim to present an impact statement at sentencing “about the effects of the crime on the victim and as to a recommended...
In contrast to the traditional criminal justice model, the restorative justice process represents a deliberate shift away from an offender-based focus to one that looks at repairing the harm suffered by an individual, a community or both. Restorative justice brings together the parties who have experienced the harm and the parties who have caused the harm so that they can "collectively identify and address harms, needs and obligations, in order to heal and put things right as possible." The definition of "restorative justice" in G.L. c. 276B reflects this shift in focus by specifically including victims and community members, making them an integral part of the process and permitting restorative justice in cases where the prosecutor and victim consent.

The term "restorative justice" encompasses different and "overlapping theoretical foundations" and different practices and models. Restorative justice programs "may include the parties to a case, their supporters and community members or one-on-one dialogues between a victim and an offender." These models generally fall into three categories: victim offender conferences, family group conferences, and circles. The victim offender conference model brings together the victim and offender after each has met with trained facilitators. The victim and offender then meet in a conference with a trained facilitator who guides the process. "The victim is able to tell the offender about the crime's physical, emotional, and financial impact; receive answers to lingering questions about the crime and the offender; and be directly involved in developing a restitution plan for the offender to pay back any financial debt to the victim."

The family group conferencing model expands the number of participants in the process. This model involves the people most affected by the harm or offense — the victim, the offender, and the family, friends and key supporters of both. The inclusion of the offender’s supporters is especially crucial to this model because of its focus on supporting the offender "in taking responsibility and changing behavior." These parties come together with a trained facilitator to discuss how they and others have been harmed and how that harm might be repaired. They then decide the resolution of the criminal or delinquent incident.

The circle model brings together victims and their supporters, offenders and their supporters, and members of the community. A facilitator runs the circle, and all participants have the opportunity to speak. The inclusion of community members generally makes the circle discussions more expansive than a victim offender or family group conference because participants may discuss the impact of the harm committed on the community.

Most restorative justice practices are “led by trained facilitators who guide the process.” The facilitator encourages all participants to work towards a reparation agreement, which is a common thread of restorative justice. Restoration, which is a key tenet of restorative justice, is the idea that the party that has suffered the harm must be restored or made whole to the extent possible. In the criminal justice system, a victim can be made “whole” through an order of restitution or monetary compensation. Restorative justice contemplates a more holistic definition of being made whole and encompasses the potential for apology, forgiveness, and “regaining . . . a sense of safety and security and a reduction in fear.”

---
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234. “Restorative justice is defined by Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276B, § 1 (2018) as a voluntary process whereby offenders, victims and members of the community collectively identify and address harms, needs and obligations resulting from an offense, in order to understand the impact of that offense; provided, however, that an offender shall accept responsibility for their actions and the process shall support the offender as the offender makes reparation to the victim or to the community in which the harm occurred.

235. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276B, § 2 (2018) provides that: “[a] juvenile or adult defendant may be diverted to a community-based restorative justice program pre-arraignment or at any stage of a case with the consent of the district attorney and the victim.”
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254. “Restitution” is “[c]ompensation for loss; [especially] full or partial compensation paid by a criminal to a victim, not awarded in a civil trial for tort, but ordered as part of a criminal sentence or as a condition of probation.” Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014)


G.L. c. 276B, § 1 integrates this tenet by including "reparation to the victim or to the community in which the harm occurred" in the statutory definition of "restorative justice." 253 Though restorative justice programs operate outside of the courtroom, this provision ensures that the victim will receive monetary reparation without a court order in appropriate circumstances. 254 This definition also references "the needs and obligations resulting from an offense, in order to understand the impact of that offense," 255 and acknowledges that a victim may require more than financial compensation to feel whole. 256 Those who have suffered harm may find emotional reconciliation to be more important than material or financial reparation and "that emotional harm is healed, as opposed to compensated for," only by an act of emotional repair. 257

The restorative justice process may occur prior to the filing of a criminal complaint, which could divert matters and obviate further criminal proceedings. 258 It is important to note, however, that the Criminal Justice Reform Act's restorative justice provisions are not intended to supplant the underlying criminal case or the court proceedings once they have commenced. 259 Restorative justice diversion may occur at any stage of the proceedings, but the case must always return to court and may not be resolved through restorative justice without judicial approval. 260

G.L. c. 276B, § 2 mandates dismissal of a criminal case upon successful completion of a community-based restorative justice program. 261 In contrast, G.L. c. 276A, § 7 authorizes a judge to dismiss a criminal charge if the defendant successfully completes the program, but it does not require a dismissal. 262 Unlike diversion to a restorative justice program, section 2 does not require the consent of the prosecutor and victim for a dismissal. 263 The case must be returned to the court for further proceedings if the defendant fails to complete the program or is non-compliant with the program requirements. 264

Not all cases are eligible for a restorative justice criminal case disposition in Massachusetts. Section 3 of G.L. c. 276B lists offenses that render a defendant ineligible for participation in a community-based restorative justice program, including sexual offenses, offenses involving a family or household member, homicide offenses, and offenses that result in serious bodily injury. 265 Section 3 also specifies that an offender is ineligible to participate in a community-based restorative justice program for these offenses only prior to conviction or adjudication of the offense. 266 A question remains as to whether section 3 operates as a complete ban on pre-disposition participation in a community-based restorative justice program, even if diversion would not be available. 267 An offender may participate in a post-disposition restorative justice process, however, regardless of the offense. 268

Restorative justice critics have voiced concerns that restorative justice undervalues safeguards built into the criminal justice system, including the right to due process. 269 A defendant's right against self-incrimination, the right to a jury trial, the right to confront and cross-examine witnesses, and the right to be represented by counsel, are implicated when participation in a restorative justice program is pre-disposition. 270 Critics caution that the question of coercion should be raised whenever defendants waive due process rights in exchange for resolving their cases through a more favorable process. 271

G.L. c. 276B, § 2 addresses these concerns by making participation in a community-based restorative justice program voluntary. 272 This requirement mirrors one of the essential elements of restorative justice, that the offender's participation be willing and voluntary. 273

254. Mass. Gen. Laws c. 258B, § 3(a) (2018) provides victims with the right "to request that restitution be an element of the final disposition of a case."
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271. Agnihotri et al., supra note 273, at 337 (discussing issue of coercion being of particular concern in diversion which takes place early in a criminal case and possible encroachment on the presumption of innocence).
Critics, however, question whether participation in such programs can ever be truly voluntary because the “threat of additional penalties may encourage participants to perform contrition.”278 Similar due process concerns have been raised about the coercive nature of plea bargaining and determining whether a defendant’s guilty plea was voluntary.279

It is notable that G.L. c. 276A, § 5 addresses the issue of voluntariness by requiring that the defendant’s consent be in writing and with the advice of counsel “to the terms and conditions of the stay of proceedings,”280 accompanied by an executed waiver to a speedy trial.281 G.L. c. 276B, § 4 does not contain similar safeguards.282 A judge’s role thus becomes critical in assessing whether a defendant’s decision to participate in a restorative justice process is voluntary, just as a judge must evaluate whether a plea agreement is voluntary.283 To forestall such concerns, it may be advisable for a judge to conduct a colloquy to determine whether an offender’s decision is voluntary.

It has also been proposed that a defendant’s due process rights may be protected by providing the defendant with “the opportunity to opt out of the restorative process at any time to pursue her case in the traditional criminal justice system with its full panoply of rights.”284 Section 2 of G.L. c. 276B allows the case to be returned to court if the offender does not complete the program.285 Section 4 of G.L. c. 276B also prohibits the defendant’s participation in a community-based restorative justice program from being used as evidence against him or her or as an admission of guilt or delinquency.286 Because section 4 does not qualify the word “participation,” it appears that a defendant’s non-compliance with a program cannot be used against the defendant in later proceedings.287

Critics have also raised Fifth Amendment concerns regarding a defendant’s participation in restorative justice processes and the potential for statements made during a restorative justice process to be used against the offender.288 A critical element of restorative justice is offender accountability.289 It is thus anticipated and reasonable that an offender would make incriminating statements in the course of accepting responsibility.290

For this reason, another key element of the restorative justice process is confidentiality which, when assured, “guard[s] against self-incrimination and double jeopardy.”291 Section 4 of G.L. c. 276B, addresses these concerns with a modified “reverse Miranda approach,”292 and provides that an offender’s participation in the restorative justice process cannot be used against the offender, even though participation, unlike participation in a diversion program, requires the acceptance of responsibility.293 This section raises questions as to the confidentiality of an offender’s statements made during the actual restorative justice process and the extent to which they are protected from disclosure.294 The “reverse Miranda” provision in section 4 is not unlimited,295 however, and two exceptions apply.296 This section effectively incorporates the “independent source doctrine”297 by authorizing the admission into evidence of statements made during the restorative justice process if they were obtained “through an independent source.”298 The second exception allows the admission of statements made by an offender during a restorative justice process or evidence obtained as a result of these statements if they would have been inevitably discovered by lawful means.299
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297. The independent source doctrine is an exception to the exclusionary rule and allows the admission of evidence initially discovered as a consequence of an unlawful search if later acquired independently by lawful means unrelated the initial illegality. Commonwealth v. Dejesus, 439 Mass. 616, 624 (2003).
299. This exception is similar to the inevitable discovery doctrine, adopted in Massachusetts in 1989; an exception to the exclusionary rule, this doctrine allows illegally seized items into evidence, upon a showing by the prosecution, that would have been discovered lawfully anyway. Commonwealth v. O’Connor, 406 Mass. 112, 114 (1989); see Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276B, § 4 (2018).
VI. Conclusion

The many recent changes to Massachusetts diversion law point to the growing consensus that diverting cases away from the court system is a preferable outcome for many categories of offenders. Successful diversion can lead to treatment and programming while also helping individuals avoid further penetration into the criminal justice system and potential incarceration, as well as the negative consequences and stigma of a criminal record. Indeed, research shows that effective diversion programming can reduce recidivism while also addressing substance use disorders and mental illness.300

It seems that offering a path away from the criminal justice system and decreasing prosecution of criminal offenses in certain cases is the solution President Johnson sought more than 50 years ago when he recognized that a first offender’s contact with the criminal justice system could be a turning point301 and charged the Commission with considering how to best ensure that an offender’s first contact be his last.302 Should this expansion of diversion in Massachusetts prove successful in reducing recidivism, it is likely that the next challenge will be how to further expand it to reach individuals who may be well beyond their first contact with the criminal justice system but who are not beyond benefiting from this path away from the court system towards treatment and programming.
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SEALING AND EXPUNGEMENT AFTER MASSACHUSETTS CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

By Pauline Quirion

On April 13, 2018, Gov. Charlie Baker signed “An Act Relative to Criminal Justice Reform,” bipartisan legislation heralded by many legislators and other supporters as a landmark measure that would enhance public safety, promote more equitable outcomes and emphasize rehabilitation and re-integration. The bill will affect the hundreds of thousands of people involved in the criminal justice system each year, and legions more with past criminal or juvenile cases.

Massachusetts is not alone in its attempts to address high rates of recidivism by revisiting “tough on crime” policies enacted during the heyday of the war on drugs that ultimately failed to reduce crime. There is little doubt that countless people are shut out of the economy due to a past criminal record. Most employers decline to hire job applicants with even minor offenses, and black applicants fare the worst. Stable employment, however, is associated with reduced recidivism and success after incarceration. Across the country, groups as diverse as Right On Crime (a conservative criminal justice policy group), the American Center for Progress, and the Koch brothers, have all advocated for reforms that increase so-called “second chances” and reduce incarceration. Many states have also expanded their criminal record-sealing laws over the last decade to justice system, including consequences of a criminal history. This article examines the statutory changes that took effect on Oct. 13, 2018, related to sealing and expungement of Massachusetts state court records.

I. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

In 1972, and well before the widespread availability of computers, the Massachusetts legislature enacted legislation creating the Criminal History Systems Board (CHSB) to collect, maintain and disseminate criminal offender record information (CORI). In 1971 and 1972, the legislature also enacted provisions permitting the sealing of “criminal court appearances and dispositions”...

through an administrative process after a 10-year waiting period, and the sealing of juvenile records after three years.11 In 1973, a new provision was added to permit a court to seal a criminal case without a prior waiting period if the case ended in a nolle prosequi, a dismissal without prior probation, or a not guilty finding.12 These CORI statutes were “intended to protect privacy and to promote the rehabilitation of criminal defendants, recognizing that ready access to a defendant’s prior criminal record might frustrate a defendant’s access to employment, housing, and social contacts necessary to that rehabilitation.”13 Nevertheless, the legislature increased the decade-long waiting period for sealing of felonies to 15 years in 1974,14 around the same time as enactment of the first mandatory minimum sentences for firearms offenses.15

After enactment of the first sealing laws, a long era followed of criminal justice policies emphasizing harsher penalties, such as automatic suspension of a driver’s license for any drug conviction, numerous other mandatory sentences, and less emphasis on rehabilitation.16 Incarceration rates soared and the Massachusetts prison population more than tripled between 1980 and 2002.17 Over time, the number of people with criminal records began to reach epidemic proportions.18 In Massachusetts alone, there were an estimated 2.8 million individual criminal records on file in 2004.19 The number of organizations, including employers, certified to receive CORI data from the CHSB increased more than five-fold after 1993.20 Barriers to employment related to involvement in the criminal justice system was a serious problem across the country.21 By some estimates, poverty rates across the country between 1980 and 2004 would have dropped 20 percent, but for consequences of criminal records and incarceration that affect individuals and their families for many years.22 Criminal background checks, especially by large employers, also increased dramatically after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.23

Not surprisingly, there were many attempts over the years to reduce waiting periods to seal records and other such barriers to employment.24 In 2009, newly elected Gov. Deval L. Patrick filed a bill to reform CORI laws touted as an economic measure that would stimulate employment and promote public safety by reducing recidivism.25 He opined that, “[a] good job is the best tool to prevent repeat offending” and later noted that “the old system often turned even a minor offense into a life sentence by permanently keeping [ex-offenders] out of a job.”26

In 2010, the legislature enacted extensive CORI reform reflecting an intent “to recalibrate the balance between protecting public safety and facilitating the reintegration of criminal defendants by removing barriers to housing and employment.”27 The legislation both expanded access to official CORI records and broadened sealing provisions to permit more individuals to shield their records from public view.28 The legislation reduced the waiting periods to seal convictions from 15 years to 10 years for felonies, and from 10 years to five years for misdemeanors.29 Cases that ended in dismissals after a period of probation were no longer treated the same as convictions, and judges had discretion to seal these cases without a prior waiting period.30 Waiting periods for cases that ended without incarceration also started on the date of a guilty finding or continuance without a finding, rather than on the later date when the case


12. An Act Relative to the Sealing of Files in Certain Criminal Cases, St. 1973, c. 322 (codified at Mass. Gen. Laws c. 276, § 100C (2019)). This section also provides for automatic sealing of cases that ended in a finding of not guilty. Probation officers stopped sealing these cases automatically after a federal court held that this automatic sealing was unconstitutional absent prior notice to the public, a hearing, and findings of fact as to why the individual’s interest in sealing outweighed the public’s constitutionally protected interest in keeping the record open. Globe Newspaper v. Pokaski, 868 F.2d 497, 502-10 (1st Cir. 1989); see Commonwealth v. Doe, 420 Mass. 142, 151 (1995), abrogated by Commonwealth v. Pon, 469 Mass. 296 (2014). Years later, in Commonwealth v. Pon, the Supreme Judicial Court held that petitioners seeking to seal records through the courts under this statute no longer had to prove “that the value of sealing ... clearly outweighs the constitutionally-based value of the record remaining open to society.” Pon, 469 Mass. at 313. The court stated that the practice of holding hearings on cases that ended in a not guilty finding was reasonable if it was modified to adopt the lowered standard of “good cause” until such time as either the legislature revisits the language of the statute or the issue of automatic sealing of cases ending in not guilty dispositions comes before the court. Id. at 313, n.24.
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was finally resolved.31 The 2010 law included a “ban the box” provision aimed at reducing automatic rejection of any job applicant with a record.32 “Ban the box” requires most employers to refrain from asking about criminal records on an initial job application although they can inquire about such records at a later interview.33 This provides applicants with a chance to make a case as to why they are good candidates for a position.

The 2010 legislative reform also was “a conciliation of the interests of law enforcement agencies, crime victim advocacy groups and businesses.”34 Additional provisions included: (1) granting police and criminal justice agencies immediate access to all sealed CORI data; (2) opening up access to CORI obtained from the state to all employers and landlords; (3) creating a new agency, the Department of Criminal Justice Information Services, to oversee CORI dissemination; (4) prohibiting sealing of sex offenses committed by anyone ever registered as Level 2 and 3 sex offender; (5) treating convictions for a violation of an abuse or harassment prevention order as felonies for the purpose of sealing records; and (6) barring liability of an employer for negligent hiring if the employer relied on an official CORI report, even if it is erroneous, within 90 days of receiving the report.35

II. CORI Reform in 2018

Following enactment of CORI reform in 2010, a growing number of legislators, attorneys, community groups, and other individuals expressed the view that reductions in the waiting periods to seal records and other reforms did not go far enough.36 In a post-Ferguson world where the fairness of the legal system is more frequently called into question, there was also greater awareness that people of color are disproportionately involved in the criminal justice system. Massachusetts has a low incarceration rate compared to many other states, but its incarceration rate in 2014 was more than seven times higher for blacks than for whites, and more than four times higher for Hispanics than whites.37 Recent advocacy for criminal justice reform in Massachusetts has taken the form of a call by many organizations for strategies that address racial disparities in the criminal justice system and criminalization of poverty.38

By 2017, another legislative campaign was well under way to reduce misdemeanor waiting periods to three years and felony waiting periods to seven years, to increase the felony-larceny threshold to $1,500, and to bring about much more comprehensive criminal justice reform.39 During the last legislative session, Sen. William Brownsberger, Sen. Sonia-Chang Diaz, and Reps. Elizabeth Malia, Mary Keefe and Chynah Tyler filed bills that included provisions to further reduce criminal record sealing waiting periods and to address gaps in the CORI law that created barriers to employment and other opportunities.40 Most of the CORI-related provisions included in their bills became part of the bill signed by Gov. Baker in 2018.41

There was great debate over repeal of mandatory minimum sentences and some other reforms, but limited opposition to reducing the sealing waiting period and CORI-related reforms.42 Massachusetts Bar Association (MBA) representatives, community coalitions, legal services programs, faith-based groups, social service providers, previously incarcerated individuals, and other groups and people across the state lobbied for changes to reduce barriers to jobs and other opportunities.43 The final bill also reflected compromises, including warrantless arrest provisions, employer and landlord liability protections, and some increased criminal penalties aimed at courts to examine racial disparities in imprisonment rates,” Mass LIVE (Oct. 20, 2016), https://www.masslive.com/politics/2016/10/massCourts_to_exam ine_dispari.html.
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gaining broader support for the legislation.44 Gov. Baker, in the signing of the bill, stated: “[t]his was a true group effort to enhance public safety and provide opportunities to people who have paid their debt to society and help them find their way back into positive participation in our communities.”

A. Reduced Waiting Periods to Seal Records

The most significant change related to criminal record sealing took effect on Oct. 13, 2018, and reduced waiting periods to seal a case through the Commissioner of Probation from 10 years to seven years for a felony, and from five years to three years for a misdemeanor.46 This change was consistent with studies that show as time passes, the risk of re-offending for people with a criminal history approaches the same risk as that for people without records offending in the first instance, with the risk of a new offense typically peaking within one or two years after a crime, and declining thereafter.47

B. CORI Protections for Employers and Landlords

The bill added a provision protecting any employer or landlord who relies on a CORI report obtained from Department of Criminal Justice Information Services (DCJIS) from negligence claims. In a claim for negligence, an employer or landlord shall be presumed to have no notice or ability to know of a record that: (i) has been sealed or expunged; (ii) the employer is prohibited from inquiring about pursuant to subsection 9 of section 4 of chapter 151B; or (iii) concerns crimes that the department of criminal justice information services cannot lawfully disclose to an employer or landlord.48

This addressed liability concerns raised by retail groups related to hiring more job applicants with criminal histories.49 Nevertheless, there is a dearth of research linking past criminal records to poor performance in the workplace.50 Notably, a study limited to Army enlistees showed that individuals with felony records received promotions more quickly and were more likely to move into higher ranks.51 They had no higher attrition rates due to poor performance than their peers without past criminal records.52 A study of workers at call centers also showed that workers with past criminal records were more productive than workers who had no past records.53

C. Resisting Arrest Convictions

Resisting arrest convictions, which previously were never sealable offenses and gave individuals a lifetime CORI, became sealable for the first time after enactment of criminal justice reform in 2018.54 Until the change, Massachusetts was an outlier because no other state singles out resisting arrest as a never sealable criminal offense.

D. Occupational Licensing and Housing Applications

The CORI sealing statute has long mandated that employment applications instruct job applicants that they may say that they have “no record” if their past records are sealed.55 Job applicants with sealed records also can affirmatively state they have “no record” at job interviews.56 Job interviews, however, are not the only setting where a right to state “I have no record” is important. In the 1950s, five percent of workers needed an occupational license, but an estimated 30 percent of the workforce now need such licenses.57 If individuals are unable to obtain occupational licenses, they cannot work in many trades.58 Criminal records also affect a person’s ability to obtain housing because both private and public housing screeners often conduct background checks on tenants.59

The enacted legislation permits individuals with sealed records to say they have “no record” when they apply for housing and occupational licenses.60 It also requires that housing and occupational
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46. An Act Relative to Criminal Justice Reform, St. 2018, c. 69, §§ 186–188 (codified at MASS. GEN. LAWS c. 276, § 100A (2019)). Employers, who rely on CORI reports, also receive protection from certain negligent hiring claims due to CORI reform enacted in 2010. MASS. GEN. LAWS c. 6, § 172(e) (2019).
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licensing applications with inquiries about criminal histories inform applicants that they can say that they have “no record” if their records are sealed.60

Before this change, housing and licensing applicants were in limbo.61 Although CORI reports that housing and most trade licensing screeners receive do not include information about sealed criminal records,62 past silence in the law about what one could say about a criminal history after sealing of records led to inadvertent disclosures of sealed records, or awkwardness at interviews that undermined the benefits of sealing.63 Lawyers also were uncertain as to what advice to give clients with sealed records seeking to respond to CORI inquiries when applying for housing or occupational licenses.64

The ability to state “I have no record” after sealing a record also is consistent with another provision in the CORI law that provides that sealed records are not admissible at hearings before boards or commissions and shall not operate to disqualify a person in “any examination, appointment or application for public service.”65 At the same time, the new law retains provisions that permit access to sealed records by agencies such as the Department of Youth Services, the Department of Children and Families, and the Department of Early Education and Care that serve vulnerable populations.66

E. Occupational Licensing Exclusion Lists

The criminal justice reform bill added a new provision requiring state and political subdivision licensing authorities, agencies, examining and credentialing boards, and commissions to create a list of specific criminal convictions that may disqualify an applicant from eligibility for an occupational license.67 A disqualification based on a conviction that is included on such a list must be “directly related to the duties and responsibilities of the licensed occupation.”68

The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) indicates that most hiring policies that reject any worker with a criminal record violate Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 because of the disparate impact on blacks and Hispanics, who are disproportionately involved in the criminal justice system.69 There are exceptions, however, if the employer can show a business necessity or a statute makes an applicant ineligible for the job based on the type of conviction.70

These new lists of disqualifying convictions directly related to duties and responsibilities of the licensed occupations will be of great interest to employment lawyers, labor unions, trade and professional groups, individuals working in certain occupations, and especially communities of color given racially disparate rates of incarceration.71 If carefully drawn, these lists could reduce overbroad discrimination against people with criminal records while protecting vulnerable populations.72

F. Sealing of FBI Records

Massachusetts law permits applicants for jobs, housing and occupational licenses to say they have “no record” after sealing their cases, but Massachusetts records are not the only records of a criminal case.73 If a person with a sealed record applies for a job with the federal government, a background check involves a review of Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) criminal records.74 FBI records often include information about cases from state courts even if the cases were sealed.75 If a person was fingerprinted, the FBI record usually has information that a case was filed, but no information about the outcome of the case.76 This is especially disconcerting to a job applicant when the case ended in a not guilty finding, a dismissal, or some other favorable outcome.77

Criminal justice reform enacted in 2018 has new requirements that should begin to address gaps in FBI records. As of July 1, 2019, DCJIS is required to transmit both juvenile court and adult criminal dispositions after submission of any juvenile or adult fingerprints to the FBI and the Department of Justice (DOJ).78 If a Massachusetts court ordered sealing and/or expungement, the DCJIS must provide the order to seal or expunge and request that the FBI

61. Id. The new law requires that an application for employment, housing or an occupational or professional license state: “An applicant for employment or for housing or an occupational or professional license with a sealed record on file with the commissioner of probation may answer ‘no record’ with respect to an inquiry herein relative to prior arrests, criminal court appearances or convictions.”

62. See Michelle Natividad & Beth Avery, “Unlicensed & Unzapped: Removing Barriers to State Occupational Licenses for People with Records,” NAT’L EM’S LAW PROJECT (2016). This report discussed flaws in occupational licensing statutes across the country and noted that the Massachusetts sealing statute was not explicit that the same protections provided to job applicants applied to occupational license applicants.
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and the DOJ seal or expunge their own records in accordance with the order.80 A provision in the new expungement law also requires that DCJIS notify the FBI and the DOJ of sealing or expungement orders and request that the FBI and DOJ expunge or seal records that correspond to the cases sealed or expunged in Massachusetts.81 We will learn the extent to which the FBI will honor all requests from Massachusetts to seal or destroy its records, once the system for relay of data becomes operational in 2019. However, cooperation from the FBI is expected.82

G. CORI Reports and Cases Dismissed Before Arraignment

The legislation addressed gaps in the CORI law. Cases dismissed before arraignment often appeared on CORI reports because of inconsistent data entry practices across the state. Many employers have a level of CORI access that includes access to information about dismissed cases, which meant these cases were listed on CORI reports.83 This, in turn, creates barriers to jobs and other opportunities.84 The Boston Bar Association, in its report on justice reform, recommended automatic sealing of all cases dismissed before arraignment.85 The enacted legislation reflects a different approach and excludes the cases from the definition of CORI.86 The result is that cases dismissed before arraignment are no longer listed as criminal cases on a CORI report.87

H. Juvenile Records Listed on CORI Reports

The criminal justice reform bill put to rest a dispute about correct interpretation of the CORI statute by clarifying that the phrase “adjudicated as an adult” as used in Section 167 of chapter 6 of the General Laws, does not include a juvenile court case absent a transfer of the case to an adult court.88 Previously, the DCJIS interpreted the phrase “adjudicated as an adult” to create an exception to the general exclusion of juvenile court cases from CORI reports if the juvenile case involved probation or other conditions that extended past age 21, or a sentence to incarceration. Groups advocating for the change argued that treating a juvenile court adjudication the same as an adult conviction was at odds with well-established case law and statutes that provide that juvenile adjudications are not convictions. Massachusetts General Laws (G.L.) chapter 119, section 53 provides that proceedings brought against children under the statute governing delinquency and youthful offender cases “shall not be deemed criminal proceedings.”89 As a result of the legislation, any juvenile court case falls outside the definition of CORI used to delineate what charges appear on CORI reports, except when there was a transfer of the case to adult court.90

I. Felony Larceny Threshold Effect on Sealing

The criminal justice reform bill raised the Massachusetts felony-larceny threshold from $250 to $1,200.91 Larceny for any amount above the threshold constitutes a felony while larceny in the same amount as the threshold, or any lower amount, is a misdemeanor.92 Massachusetts was previously an outlier with the lowest threshold in New England, and the third lowest threshold in the entire country.93 The increase in the felony threshold to $1,200 has the effect of reducing sealing waiting periods for cases disposed of before as well as after the new threshold took effect on April 13, 2018. The sealing statute provides that for purposes of sealing a case, “[a]ny recorded offense which was a felony when committed and has since become a misdemeanor shall be treated as a misdemeanor.”94

III. Expungement After Criminal Justice Reform

Massachusetts, for the first time, has an expungement statute due to passage of criminal justice reform in 2018.95 The right to expunge a record is of great importance because it is the only way to wipe the slate clean. Criminal record sealing in Massachusetts only limits who has access to a record whereas expungement is “the
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permanent erasure or destruction of a record so that the record is no longer accessible to, or maintained by, the court, any criminal justice agencies or any other state agency, municipal agency or county agency."96 As the Supreme Judicial Court (SJC) has acknowledged, a “cloud of prosecution” remains even if a case ends favorably if law enforcement, employers or others can gain access to information about the case.97

Conversely, law enforcement will have a greater interest in petitions to expunge records. The utility of records to law enforcement is not a consideration in sealing cases because the law provides for immediate access to sealed records by all criminal justice agencies.98 Expungement, however, destroys court, agency and other records that may be viewed by police and prosecutors as integral to the investigative, prosecutorial, and dispositional phases of the criminal justice system.99

Attorneys assisting clients with expungement also must consider the harm as well as the benefits of expunging records. Expungement can pose serious problems for people who are not citizens, and there may be situations where destruction of records will interfere with exercise of other legal rights. For example, a conviction, a continuance without a finding or other criminal record can be grounds for deportation or exclusion of a person who is not yet a citizen. FBI records are often incomplete and do not always include the outcome of a case. After expungement, a person may not be able to show that his or her case ended favorably and therefore, has no adverse immigration consequences. It also may be impossible to gauge how many certified copies of docket sheets or other documents a person might need over a lifetime, or whether such copies will be legally sufficient in all contexts should a need for such documentation arise after expungement.100

A. Legislative History and Background

Many legislators filed expungement bills over the years that languished before Gov. Baker signed the criminal justice reform bill in 2018.101 This led to some harsh results. Judges have the power to expunge records as a “necessary adjunct” to exercise of their judicial power, but the SJC limited the circumstances where judges could expunge cases to avoid crossing the line into legislative functions.102 The SJC carved out only a few exceptions permitting expungement of cases involving impersonation of a named defendant or identity fraud, issuance of a complaint in error where the police did not intend to prosecute the named defendant, or situations involving fraud on the court.103 In Commonwealth v. Boe, the police filed a complaint against a woman although they knew a man had committed the crime.104 The SJC explained that although Ms. Boe should not have been charged with the offense in the first place, “this does not render the information in the record inaccurate or misleading, and, in some circumstances, the legislature has concluded that the appropriate remedy is the sealing of her record.”105

The 2017 to 2018 legislative session was a banner year for expungement and began with the filing of 16 or more expungement bills by Sens. William Brownsberger, Joseph Boncore, James Eldridge, Adam Hinds, Patricia Jehlen, Jason Lewis and Karen Spilka, as well as Reps. Claire Cronin, Josh Cutler, Kay Khan, Carolyn Dykema, Chynah Tyler, and others.106 Numerous organizations such as Citizens for Juvenile Justice, ROCA (young adult program), the MBA, Greater Boston Legal Services, and many other groups and individuals lobbied for expungement remedies during the last legislative session.107 The Senate ultimately passed a bill that provided for adult and juvenile expungement without capping the number of juvenile cases, but the House passed a bill that limited juvenile court record expungement to only one case.108 However, the House bill permitted expungement of any juvenile or criminal case that ended in a not guilty finding, was not proved, dismissed for want of prosecution or with prejudice, or involved a conviction overturned on appeal.109 The House bill also provided for expungement of a first and only criminal adult criminal case if the defendant was under age 21 at the time of the offense.110 The final expungement legislation approved by the legislature and signed by Gov. Baker incorporated some expungement provisions from both bills, but was more limited in its scope regarding both juvenile and adult cases.111

The expungement provisions included in the criminal justice
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reform bill signed by Gov. Baker fall into two categories. The first category applies only to a first and only offense from the juvenile court, or a first and only offense from an adult court that occurred before age 21. The second category applies to both adult and juvenile cases involving decriminalized offenses and cases that resulted due to misuse of a person’s identity, errors by witnesses, law enforcement or court employees, and fraud on the court.114

B. Expungement of Cases Involving Juveniles and Young Adults Under Age 21

This first type of expungement permitting expungement of juvenile court cases and adult cases that involved young adults under age 21 is very limited. A person can file a petition to expunge with the Commissioner of Probation, but there are many criteria for eligibility and even more exclusions.21

First, the juvenile court case or adult criminal case involving an incident before age 21 must be the first and only case of the person requesting expungement. The petitioner cannot have any subsequent juvenile or criminal cases, except for motor vehicle charges where the penalty did not exceed a fine of $50. The petitioner also cannot be the subject of an active criminal investigation and the Commissioner of Probation certifies this fact.115

Second, a waiting period precedes expungement. If the case is a felony, the waiting period is seven years after the disposition or release from incarceration, whichever is later.116 If the charge is a misdemeanor, the waiting period is three years after the disposition or release from incarceration, whichever is later.117

Third, the charge must not fall within 20 categories of offenses. Section 100J of G.L. c. 276 specifies that:

No criminal record resulting from a disposition of the following offenses shall be eligible for expungement pursuant to section 100F, section 100G or section 100H:

(1) any offense resulting in death or serious bodily injury;
(2) any offense committed with the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury;
(3) any offense committed while armed with a dangerous weapon;
(4) any offense against an elderly person;
(5) any offense against a disabled person;
(6) any sex offense as defined in section 178C of chapter 6;
(7) any sex offense involving a child as defined in section 178C of chapter 6;
(8) any sexually violent offense as defined in section 178C of chapter 6;
(9) any offense in violation of section 24 of chapter 90;
(10) any sexual offense as defined in section 1 of chapter 123A;
(11) any offense in violation of sections 121 to 131Q of chapter 140;
(12) any offense in violation of an order issued pursuant to section 18 or 34B of chapter 208;
(13) any offense in violation of an order issued pursuant to section 32 of chapter 209;
(14) any offense in violation of an order issued pursuant to chapter 209A;
(15) any offense in violation of an order issued pursuant to section 15 of chapter 209C;
(16) any offense in violation of an order issued pursuant to chapter 258E;
(17) any offense in violation of section 13M of chapter 265;
(18) any felony offense in violation of chapter 265;
(19) any offense in violation of paragraph (a), (b), (c) or (d) of section 10 of chapter 269; or
(20) any offense in violation of section 10E of chapter 269.118

The statute bars expungement of over 150 offenses, and in particular, assault and battery with a dangerous weapon; felony offenses involving interpersonal violence; sex offenses; offenses involving vulnerable populations such as elders, children and the disabled; reckless driving or operating under the influence; abuse prevention and harassment prevention order violations; offenses while armed with a dangerous weapon; and firearms offenses.119 Examples of offenses that are eligible for expungement are not specified in the statute, but larceny, disorderly conduct, drug offenses such as possession or distribution, trespass, prostitution, tagging, and misdemeanor assault and battery (excluding assault or battery against a family or household member under Mass. G.L. ch. 265, § 13M),20 and indecent exposure, are common offenses that are not disqualified.21
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If a person meets the above requirements, he or she is eligible to submit a petition to expunge to the Office of the Commissioner of Probation, who will send copy of the petition to the local district attorney. If the district attorney objects, the court holds a hearing within 21 days after receiving notice from the commissioner of the objection. If there is no objection, the court can allow the petition on the papers.122

A judge has to make written findings of fact to determine whether expunging the record is in "the best interest of justice."123 The expungement statute does not define this phrase, but the legal standard set forth in the sealing statute for sealing non-convictions through the court process is similar, and based on whether "substantial justice would best be served" by sealing the record.124 A judge, therefore, would likely consider factors reviewed in sealing cases. These factors include the time elapsed between the arrest and the petition, disadvantages if the record is left open, the petitioner's age at the time of the offense, seriousness of the offense, stigma related to the offense, treatment or rehabilitation efforts, community contributions, and "the nature of and reasons for the particular disposition."125

Prosecutors will have concerns related to the commonwealth's need to retain court and related agency records because unlike sealing, expungement eliminates all law enforcement access to the records. Before computers were widely available, the SJC said the power to expunge records is properly "exercised where the utility of such records in such circumstances must be weighed against the harm that may befall the individual from their existence."126

Expungement under sections 100F through 100H of Mass. G.L. ch. 276, however, is limited to first and only offenses, excludes most serious offenses, and follows a waiting period of three to seven years.127 Thus, the pool of petitioners who can request expungement under these provisions will be small, but they will be in a better position to request expungement based on recidivism studies and their lack of prior or subsequent offenses.128

The Office of the Commissioner of Probation has indicated that very few people have expunged their records under the new law.129 Legislators have already filed bills to eliminate the cap on the number of offenses that can be expunged and the restrictions on what offenses can be expunged under sections 100F through 100H of the Mass. G.L. ch. 276.130

C. Expungement of Cases Under Section 100K

A second type of expungement is available for any adult and juvenile case under section 100K of Mass. G.L. ch. 276. This section addresses circumstances where an innocent person was prosecuted or a similar miscarriage of justice occurred. There are no age limits or caps on the number of charges eligible for expungement. The new statute provides that a court may order the expungement of a record created as a result of criminal court appearance, juvenile court appearance or dispositions if the court determines based on clear and convincing evidence that the record was created as a result of:

1. false identification of the petitioner or the unauthorized use or theft of the petitioner’s identity;
2. an offense at the time of the creation of the record which at the time of expungement is no longer a crime, except in cases where the elements of the original criminal offense continue to be a crime under a different designation.
3. demonstrable errors by law enforcement;
4. demonstrable errors by civilian or expert witnesses;
5. demonstrable errors by court employees; or
6. demonstrable fraud perpetrated upon the court.131

As with the first type of expungement limited to juvenile and young adult cases, the court must enter findings of fact and may only order expungement if it is "in interests of justice."132

The first category of expungement for records created due to false identification, identity theft or unauthorized use of a person’s identity, codifies an exception carved out by the SJC for expungement of records related to people whose identities were stolen or misused.133 The second category of expungement applies to decriminalized
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offenses.\textsuperscript{136} For example, this includes decriminalized offenses such as possession of two ounces or less of marijuana in public, being in the presence of heroin, disorderly conduct or disruption of an assembly at a school by a secondary or elementary school student, or fathering a child outside of marriage.\textsuperscript{137}

The third, fourth and fifth categories of expungement permit expungement of records created due to “demonstrable errors” by law enforcement, civilian or expert witnesses, or court employees.\textsuperscript{138} The statute does not define “demonstrable error.” The general rule of statutory construction is that a statute is interpreted according to the intent of the legislature ascertained from all the words construed by the ordinary and approved usage of the language, considered in connection with the cause of its enactment, the mischief or imperfection to be remedied and the main object to be accomplished, to the end that the purpose of its framers may be effectuated.\textsuperscript{139}

Thus, the phrase “demonstrable errors” is broad enough to encompass obvious mistakes, such as complaints issued against the wrong person as in the \textit{Boe} case,\textsuperscript{140} or without probable cause.\textsuperscript{141}

Individuals with vacated cases related to the Annie Dookhan or Sonia Farak drug lab scandals\textsuperscript{142} are in a good position to request expungement because otherwise the stigma of a guilty finding and any sentence of incarceration will remain on the CORI report, even if the same report indicates that the court vacated the convictions and dismissed the charges with prejudice. However, when a court has not vacated a conviction, prosecutors may object to expungement as premature, or argue there is too much controversy over the facts to meet the petitioner’s burden of “clear and convincing evidence” of a demonstrable error. Petitioners also may argue that “demonstrable error” includes a mistake or error of judgment that led to issuance of a complaint related to implicit or explicit racial bias, racial profiling, or drug, alcohol or other impairment or misconduct of witnesses, police or others.\textsuperscript{143} Case law will develop over time on the parameters of the phrase “demonstrable errors.”

The last category of expungement under section 100K is “demonstrable fraud perpetrated upon the court.”\textsuperscript{144} “Courts have narrowly construed what constitutes “fraud on the court” to involve much more than misstatements or omissions.\textsuperscript{145} Fraud on the court involves proof of “the most egregious conduct involving a corruption of the judicial process itself.”\textsuperscript{146} Some examples of fraud on the court are “bribery of judges, employment of counsel to ‘influence’ the court, bribery of the jury, and the involvement of an attorney (an officer of the court) in the perpetration of fraud.”\textsuperscript{147} A false statement given to police, by itself, is not fraud on the court.\textsuperscript{148} In \textit{B.C. v. F.C.}, the Appeals Court held there was no fraud on the court despite false statements made in an affidavit where the witness did not intend to harass the other party, and her actions were not part of an “unconscionable scheme calculated to interfere with the judicial system’s ability impartially to adjudicate a matter.”\textsuperscript{149} Section 100K permits expungement based on witness errors so it may be easier to proceed on that basis, rather than relying solely on a claim based on fraud on the court.\textsuperscript{150}
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D. Rights After Expungement

After an expungement order, the law provides that no person with an expunged record “shall be held guilty of perjury or giving a false statement” due to a failure to acknowledge such record in response to any inquiry, made for any purpose. A petitioner can say that he or she has “no record” after expungement of the record. However, there is no equivalent federal law pertaining to applications for employment with a federal agency.

IV. Conclusion

A criminal case is never too old or too minor to trigger barriers to employment, housing, and other opportunities. The availability of expungement and sealing are an indispensable part of the system for administration of criminal justice given the nature of and far reaching consequences of a criminal history. Sen. Brownsberger, past co-chair of the Joint Committee on the Judiciary and a lead sponsor of the legislation, said the criminal justice reform bill was “about lifting people up instead of locking people up.” He added that, “It’s about cutting the chains that hold people down from trying to get back on their feet, and it’s about protecting public safety.” This legislation reflects greater support for changes to the justice system that are data driven, more cost effective, and smarter on crime. The momentum that led to passage of this landmark legislation was significant, and hopefully, will remain a catalyst for continued progress on criminal justice reform and collateral consequence issues.
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The prison population of the United States remained stable for the first 200 years of the nation’s existence. Then, beginning in the 1970s, in one of the great social experiments in American history, it soared upwards sevenfold from approximately 300,000 persons incarcerated to more than 2.2 million.† Today, the United States stands as the greatest incarcerator in the world with a level of imprisonment five to 10 times higher than any other democracy.‡ In fact, not even any dictatorship or totalitarian police state on earth can rival the United States in the percentage of its population that is jailed.³

New York Times Magazine writer and legal commentator Emily Bazelon, with a decidedly polemic point of view, argues passionately that this “scourge of mass incarceration” that “long ago passed the level required for public safety” has had disastrous results in breaking up families and communities by unnecessarily locking up too many people and diverting money that could be better spent preventing crime.⁴

In her book, Charged: The New Movement to Transform American Prosecution and End Mass Incarceration, Bazelon squarely blames what she refers to as the “unfettered power” of prosecutors who have relatively recently amassed more power than the system was designed for as the missing link to explain the explosion in increased numbers of locked-up Americans. Throughout this work of advocacy journalism, Bazelon argues that the theory that the American judicial system exists on a level playing field, where the prosecutor and the criminal defense attorney are evenly matched adversaries while a neutral arbiter determines the ultimate result, is a myth. She prefaces her arguments by recounting the principle that, at least theoretically, “the prosecutor’s job is not to exact the greatest possible punishment. It is not to win at all costs. It’s to offer mercy in equal measure to justice.” She asserts, however, that, all too often, the prosecutor’s algorithm to measure accomplishment is the number of people that can successfully be put behind bars. Every step of the way, Bazelon asserts, the prosecutor is the real “decider” who determines whether to charge, what to charge, whether to seek bail, and what the sentence should be.°

Bazelon begins with the obvious example: when a prosecutor, in his or her discretion, decides to charge a person with a crime that carries a mandatory minimum sentence. If the defendant is found guilty of such a charge, the prosecutor also effectively becomes the sentencer, as the judge has absolutely no power to use judicial discretion and sentence that individual to less than the mandatory minimum sentence. This dynamic is the equivalent of two athletes competing against each other in a sporting event where one of them also has the final say in declaring the outcome.

Bazelon strongly argues that prosecutors use their discretion to charge an offense that, upon conviction, will determine the sentence in order to wring defendants into guilty pleas. When a prosecutor approaches a defendant with an offer of a light sentence to a lesser charge, but threatens to increase the charge to something that would ensure a draconian sentence if the defendant is convicted at trial, Bazelon purports that even factually innocent people have taken the deal and pleaded guilty out of fear of the much harsher sentence.

An example of this all-too-common occurrence is the case of Bordenkircher v. Hayes,³ in which the defendant, Paul Hayes, was eventually found guilty of stealing a check from a Lexington, Kentucky, business and using it to pay for $88.30 worth of groceries. Prior to being convicted, Hayes lived with his diabetic mother and four of her 15 children. The prosecutor offered Hayes a plea deal in which he would serve five years in prison for the bad check “to save the court the inconvenience and necessity of a trial.” However, the prosecutor also informed him that, since there were two convictions on his record from when he was a teenager and in his early 20s, if he did not take the offered deal, a charge would be added under the state’s three-strikes law that carried with it a mandatory life sentence. Hayes turned down the plea bargain, took the case to trial and, when found guilty, the prosecutor made good on the promise: the judge was powerless to give him anything less than the life sentence. Hayes’ conviction was upheld by the United States Supreme Court, which rejected the argument that this case represented “a vindictive exercise of a prosecutor’s discretion” and instead, in an enormously consequential ruling, stated that “this Court has necessarily accepted as constitutionally legitimate the simple reality that the prosecutor’s interest at the bargaining table is to persuade the defendant to forgo his right to plead not guilty.”⁶

The Hayes case is no exception, says Bazelon. It is rather one illustration of a systemic issue in light of the fact that 95 percent of criminal cases are resolved through pleas rather than trial. Bazelon quotes Jed Rakoff, a former federal judge and prosecutor, as saying that, of the 2.2 million people incarcerated in America, more than two million of them are there “as the result of plea bargains
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dictated by the government’s prosecutors, who effectively dictate the sentences as well.” For example, when a gun court was established in one New York county, in the first year and a half, 250 cases were disposed of by guilty pleas and nine cases were disposed of by trial. Rakoff made clear the severe penalty for taking a chance on going to trial: “In 2012, the average sentence for federal narcotic defendants who entered into any kind of a plea bargain was five years and four months, while the average sentence for defendants who went to trial was 16 years.”

Bazelon argues that, although such tactics as obtaining an unreliable coerced confession by beating it out of the defendant has long been illegal, the catastrophic consequences that can befall an accused person if he or she chooses not to plead guilty and takes the case to trial exert similar forceful pressures of coercion and encourages the accused, innocent or not, to plead guilty. This might partially explain why 18 percent of those exonerated as factually blameless by the Innocence Project had, in fact, previously pleaded guilty to crimes they had not committed.

Bazelon also argues that such disproportionate power is not limited to charging decisions, but is pervasive at every step of the process. In one section, Bazelon rolls out a plethora of research on the issue of bail immediately following the arrest, writing, “[b]ail is the first domino in a series of decisions affecting guilty pleas and penalties, so it’s not an exaggeration to say that whether it’s affordable or not can shape the outcome of a criminal case — and even the rest of a defendant’s life.” Bazelon cites studies that show that the prosecution’s bail request is the most important factor for the judge when setting bail, as it sets a baseline. Judges often fear a backlash so, more often than not, go along with the prosecutor’s recommendation.

Bazelon supports her premise with statistics showing that setting a bail that cannot be met causes a multitude of problems. People held on bail are 25 percent more likely to plead guilty than those charged with similar offenses who make bail. For a defendant faced with the possibility of being held on bail for months waiting for the case to make its way through the courts, the option to plead guilty and possibly be released frequently seals the deal for making the defendant plead guilty. Bazelon writes, “[i]n the end, it’s not complicated. Jails serve as plea mills.”

According to Bazelon, astonishingly two-thirds of people sitting in jail in the United States at any given time are merely awaiting trial but cannot afford to post bail. In federal court, 60 percent of those charged are detained awaiting trial. They have not been found guilty of anything and are purported to be clothed with the presumption of innocence, yet punishment has already begun.

The irony is that research shows that not only does abandoning the use of cash bail have little effect on the rate of a defendant’s re-appearance in court, but holding people on unnecessarily high bail makes them more likely to commit crimes in the future. They lose jobs, housing and stability. Moreover, some held in jail come into contact with criminals for the first time in their lives and become influenced by them to enter the world of crime once released as so many options have been lost to them. Bazelon argues that the bottom line is that bail does not make the public safer and does not better ensure that the accused will return to court.

It is not just bail. Bazelon’s meticulously researched scholarly work is check-full of research, studies, and science showing that there is an abundance of methods, programs, and alternatives to incarceration that, perhaps unexpectedly and often counterintuitively, yield dramatically better results for the public in reducing crime than relying solely on the reflexive handing out of a jail sentence.

Yet, a towering strength of this book is that although it is a meticulously researched, scholarly work, it also is a work of compelling storytelling, as the author adds a human face to the statistics. She follows the cases of two young people caught in the system in step-by-step painstaking detail — a female teenager in Shelby County, Tennessee, and a male in the Brownsville neighborhood of Brooklyn, New York.

The female, 18-year old Noura Jackson of Memphis, was convicted of murdering her mother. After serving nine out of the 20 years to which she was sentenced, Jackson was granted a new trial by an appellate court that, in scathing language, determined that her conviction had been infected by prosecutorial misconduct.

11. Bazelon, supra note 4, at 134.
14. Bazelon, supra note 4, at 37.
18. Bazelon, supra note 4, at 185-86.
Bazelon portrays the main Shelby County prosecutor, Amy Weirich, as the villain in this book. She notes that Weirich was singled out along with several other prosecutors in research published by Harvard’s Fair Punishment Project as having such a lengthy history of prosecutorial misconduct that they were referred to as “recidivists who are repeatedly abusing their power.”24 In one case cited by Bazelon, Weirich was alleged to have withheld evidence where a note attached to a thick file in an envelope initiated by her, which said “Do not turn over to the defense,” was found years after the defendant in that case was convicted of murder.20 In 2015, the Tennessee Board of Professional Responsibility recommended that the Tennessee Supreme Court issue a public censure against Weirich and also filed a petition for discipline23 that it later dismissed in favor of issuing a private reprimand against her.22

Bazelon alleged that in Jackson’s case, Weirich remorselessly ran roughshod over what may have been an innocent person’s right to due process. Bazelon describes how, without any physical evidence, the prosecution built a case against the college-bound Jackson with highly inflammatory language about her partying lifestyle in which the Tennessee Supreme Court wrote, “[t]he prejudicial effect of this evidence may well have outweighed its probative value.”23 More importantly, the court found that material exculpatory evidence known to the prosecution was withheld or, as the prosecutor who found it later said, just forgotten to be handed over to the defense. The evidence concerned a major prosecution witness who, among other things, said that he was asked by Jackson to assist in a cover-up of the murder. However, he was revealed to be out of state and admittedly “rolling” on a hallucinogen on the night in question.24

But the most outrageous act of prosecutorial misconduct, according to the court, was when Weirich, in her closing argument, essentially excoriated Jackson for exercising her right to remain silent and not testify at her trial: “Just tell us where you were!” Weirich had bellowed. “That’s all we’re asking, Noural!”25 Addressing that issue, the decision of the Tennessee Supreme Court ruled that, “[g]iven that the impropriety of any comment upon a defendant’s exercise of the Fifth Amendment right not to testify is so well settled as to require little discussion, it is not at all clear why any prosecutor would venture into this forbidden territory.”26

The apparent reason that Bazelon included this case in her book, however, is what happened after Jackson was granted a new trial. She was held in custody for another year because she was not granted bail while the prosecution insisted on retrying the case and the original trial judge kept postponing the new trial date. Knowing that she faced even more time in prison before the trial would proceed and having difficulty understanding why she was still behind bars long after her conviction had been overturned, this woman, who was taken into custody at age 18, could not bear entering her 30s still locked up.27 As part of a plea bargain, she entered a plea of guilty under the Alford doctrine28 where the defendant admits that the evidence would likely persuade a fact finder, but does not admit to the criminal act and asserts innocence, as the fastest possible way to finally get home. Thus, she became yet another statistic demonstrating Bazelon’s premise that, more often than it should, prosecutorial excess results in people pleading guilty to crimes they may not have committed while the genuinely guilty person continues to go free.

The other young person whose case Bazelon follows in minute detail is Kevin, a 20-year-old African-American growing up impoverished in gang-controlled projects with a single mother in Brooklyn.

Kevin, who had a relatively clean record, was at a friend’s apartment when the police came looking for the friend. Kevin had never possessed a gun before, but he had seen one earlier at that apartment. When the police entered, in an act of horrendously foolish misjudgment, he grabbed it, with the idea that he could run and hide it for his friend.29

It is from this point that Bazelon follows Kevin’s circuitous, obstacle-laden route through the bewildering chaotic system where a lawyer and social worker see him at a crossroads: will he go to prison and, with this felony conviction, lose public housing and be turned down for jobs and schools? Or he can spend many months trying to get approved by the District Attorney’s office for a diversion program, where he can come out on the other side with a future ahead of him with college, employment and a family? As the book painstakingly follows Kevin’s odyssey through what can almost be viewed as a trip through Dante’s nine stages of hell, Kevin found himself “subject to whims and judgment calls and unwritten rules. . . . As he sensed, what happened next wasn’t really up to the judge or what anyone said in open court. His fate lay in the behind the scenes decisions of the . . . Brooklyn D.A.’s office.”30

Highlighting Kevin’s case is characteristic for Bazelon: she does not always choose the less nuanced, least complicated storyline of only portraying defendants who are factually innocent. She points to those who may not have been pristinely blameless, yet who could have been handled through much more effective consequential procedures in order to ensure both their future contributions to society and public safety itself. She also argues that the severity of punishments, particularly those meted out to defendants who turned down
plea deals and went to trial, too often result in an absurd overkill of a sanction. She mentions one of Jackson’s prison mates, Octavia Cartwright, who, as an abused and neglected teenager reeling from a rape and assaults, became addicted and, following an older man in search of drugs, helped him severely beat another woman. Cartwright was offered a 25-year sentence, but she went to trial, lost, and was given a 91-year sentence. Certainly, Cartwright’s one intoxicated violent assault merits consequences, but Bazelon questions whether incarcerating a 19-year old in a cell for the next 91 years is proportionate or good for society.31

Her study of Kevin’s case, after following him through a lengthy, circuitous maze through the criminal justice system replete with numerous setbacks, does result in a somewhat satisfactory ending to Bazelon. Kevin was accepted to a diversion program32 where he reportedly flourishes. He got a job, stayed out of trouble, passed all drug screens to indicate he is no longer using marijuana and, when the case is finally dismissed, he was hopeful about starting classes at a community college.33

What was most fortuitous for Kevin was the election of Eric Gonzalez as Brooklyn’s district attorney. District Attorney Gonzalez began using evidence-based research to determine the most effective methods of dealing with offenders to lower their recidivism rate. Although Gonzalez believes that incarceration is most certainly the only appropriate sanction for some cases, he argued the common sense use of alternative sanctions and diversion programs for others because, sometimes, “[y]ou’re asking us to take this person out of treatment and cause him to lose his job and maybe his housing. You’re asking us to set him up to do the next crime.”34

Still, Gonzalez apparently understood why many other prosecutors are reluctant to emphasize rehabilitation and instead, seek the harshest of punishments regardless of its consequences on public safety in the long term through increased recidivism rates. Gonzalez says, “I read every day nationally in the paper about how much time people get, and it seems excessive to me. But if I do something different, then eventually someone will get out and do something horrible, and that’s when I need advocates.”35

According to Bazelon, these political considerations became even more pronounced during the late 1960s as more prosecutors were using their positions as springboards for higher office, using the law and order platforms as espoused by such sources as the Nixon administration.36 The modern approach to prosecution, and political accountability that comes with it, is in contrast to the earlier era in American history when prosecutor positions were not particularly sought after — beginning with George Washington having to persuade his first attorney general, Edmund Randolph, to take the half-time post “by dangling the prospect of higher private fees to be earned on the side.”37

Bazelon has reason for optimism, however. There is a sea change underway, where the shortcomings of the mass incarceration policy of “lock ‘em up” has given way to what she considers to be the more effective approach: evidence-based, smart-on-crime sentencing. This movement has rare, surprising bipartisan support that is not viewed through the prism of conservative versus liberal or Democrat versus Republican. Indeed, common ground seems to have been reached by such diverse organizations as the American Civil Liberties Union and the Conservative Political Action Committee and has been funded equally between such diverse financiers as George Soros, long considered a “bogeyman to the right,” and the Koch Brothers who have been similarly regarded by the left.38 The First Step Act of 2018, a package of federal sentencing reductions and improvements to prison conditions proposed by the Republican administration of Donald Trump, was passed with overwhelming support of Democrats.39

Indeed, prison populations have been declining nationwide40 and there are a number of individual states, such as Mississippi and South Carolina, that have introduced policies specifically designed to try to lower their prison populations.41 Bazelon credits a number of prosecutors across the country, including Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner and Kansas City District Attorney Mark Dupree, who, like Gonzalez, have tried to use evidence-based, smart-on-crime approaches rather than solely determining their success rate by the numbers they incarcerate.42

To this end, Bazelon offers a comprehensive set of solutions titled, “21 Principles for the 21st Century Prosecutors.” These principles detail the changes she advocates in the culture and practice of law so that fewer innocent people are convicted and those who are guilty are met with proportionate punishment that may serve to rehabilitate the offender which, in the long run, will make the public safer.43 Emily Bazelon’s work, backed by an almost encyclopedic body of research, inarguably foments a decidedly passionate line of reasoning that, regardless of one’s point of view, should be regarded as a welcome addition in the nation’s marketplace of ideas on how best to ensure justice in America.

— Peter Elikann
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